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The Covid-19 pandemic has resulted in
major changes to the calendar. Events
will be deleted, postponed or added later.
Check the status of any event nearer to the
date.
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7
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December
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Editorial

Others were more helpful. The SCA set out an early road map
of what they expected to happen at each stage and emailed out an
update quickly each time new rules were issued. The best body of all
were Mountaineering Scotland. I am not a member but many of their
members would have had related questions and they attempted to
I would not want to be in the shoes of politicians trying to balance answer real questions, nothing to do with family groups, pub sessions
Covid death rates against damage to the economy and the collapse of and spectating at football matches, which seemed to be about as far as
swathes of business. We might all have our own opinions but there is no Scottish and UK government imaginations stretched, apart from golf
saying we would be right, even with the benefit of hindsight. Likewise, and angling, of course. The 8km travel limit would have left many rural
those in canoeing, from the ICF down, seem to have taken sensible Scots short of even their nearest shop and probably has done more
approaches, only the IOC trying to bulldoze the Olympics through, damage to their rural economy than anything else since the Clearances.
On the other hand, the 10pm closure of restaurants was academic
regardless of the facts.
Where I do take issue is with failures to clarify when it is difficult to obtain an evening meal after 8pm even in normal
unclear points when asked. One size does not fit times in much of Scotland. For drivers, already subject to Scottish weak
beer regulations, banning of selling alcohol with meals was only a small
all. A is allowed but C isn’t but what about B?
Initial instructions from the PM in the spring step further. Waiting on Lindisfarne one evening for the tide to drop, I
seemed not to say what he intended if taken was having a meal with a beer when I realized that my onward journey
literally. I checked with my local police and those to Carlisle would take me through part of Scotland, facing me with the
in Fort William. The local police said they would fine me if I obeyed the choice of making a detour to avoid Scottish territory or being over the
instructions, which avoided the problem that Fort William police have Scottish limit.
We also got within a few days of travelling to Ireland until we
yet to reply.
A change of rules in early June improved the situation but still left found out about the need for a fortnight of quarantine at the Irish
ambiguity after the best spring weather in living memory had been end, awkward for a long weekend. We could reach it without going
wasted because those in power refused to clarify the position. Did we into Wales at all, though, where further rules were changing almost
stay at home when we did not need to? Police Scotland said they would daily, it seemed. As time goes on and ever smaller areas have different
not make decisions although their individual staff would when they rules for different people which change ever more frequently and
encountered the public. A £30 fine would be worth the risk of a trip fines which have gone from inconvenient to devastating for people
which might be safer than staying at home, unlike the cost of being sent already facing hardship and lack of income, maybe about to lose a safe
home the length of the country. Two paddlers on their way to the Lake career and a home, perhaps having been locked out of circulation for
District were stopped after 130km and sent home but it could have weeks or months, where MPs and their advisors break the rules which
been worse. Amazingly, some Europeans were still prepared to chance the PM cannot remember himself, and still nobody is appointed to
it and visit Scotland, perhaps with ferry or air tickets under threat. On a clarify ambiguities which most of the public would obey, the situation
local basis it was much easier. For example, members of Reading Canoe threatens to collapse into chaos.
For clarity I single out Leila Ataei, an Iranian doctor now living
Club, shut down, were launching onto the Thames from a road near
in Cyprus and a member of the EDBF Medical & Sports Science
Wokingham Canoe Club, apparently within the rules by that time.
Police Scotland simply referred me to the Scottish Government, who Commission. Her explanation in the March issue of Dragon Sport News
said they ought to respond to clarify the detail of the June rules within remains the best of any I have seen for the facts on Covid that were
60 working days, three months plus holidays. After four months they known at the time and she has updated it in subsequent months.
have still not got round to it.
Stuart Fisher

Power and
ignorance
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Moonshot
motoring
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motorists of over 13km2 are served by each public charging point. In
July there was a petrol station, usually with multiple pumps, every 48km
of GB road. There was a single public high speed charging point, far
slower than a petrol refill, for every 126km of road.
More charging points will be installed but vehicles will not stop
one at a time. There will need to be vast expansions of standing areas
at motorway services and filling stations or wherever these points are
sited, something of which I have yet to hear any mention. Finding
a petrol station in a strange town can be hard enough but finding
charging points could be far more difficult. While your employer may
have installed charging points at work, if you still go there, it is a fairly
safe bet that you won’t find one when you arrive at your river, beach or
event parking field.
Nor will you want to rely on them for overseas trips. At present you
may carry a spare can of petrol or diesel in remote areas or, at worst, try
to beg some off a passing motorist if all else fails. Presumably a driver
who has run out of amps will need to call out a lorry with a generator.
As the number of petrol and diesel vehicles reduces, so the number of
petrol stations will also reduce as they become less viable.
There will be a rush to buy the last petrol vehicles and secondhand
values will climb. However, will increasing numbers of owners buy
petrol vehicles abroad, say from Ireland or Belgium? One prominent
paddler drove me in his new German sports car with righthand drive
which it paid him to buy in Sweden.
Any computer or mobile phone user will know that hardly have you
bought your new system than it becomes out of date and you need to
upgrade. Will it not be the same as better and faster charging systems are
invented or hydrogen becomes the next idea? Charging points need to
increase from thousands to many millions in a very few years and they
are all going to need to be updated at irregular intervals.
A further issue will be that electric cars are silent except for tyre
and wind noise. There are going to be many more collisions between
cars and wildlife, cyclists and walkers, including those portaging boats,
unaware that cars are approaching them unheard, but that’s another
issue.
It seems that banning petrol, diesel and hybrid vehicles after 2030
is another Moonshot idea that has not been thought out for those of
us in the real world. The future looks as though it will be much more
expensive and time wasting and result in a lot of land being surfaced
and many more accidents.

Stuart Fisher

Publisher contact
Canoeist, Longcroft, Mill Lane, Corston, Malmesbury,
Wilts SN16 0HH
Email mail@canoeist.co.uk
Disclaimer
Opinions expressed in this magazine are not necessarily
those of the editor or publishers. References to waters
do not necessarily imply that access or passage is legally
permitted or that they are safe in all conditions. The
editor and publishers can not be held responsible for
any omissions of references to hazards from notes on
these waters. They do not hold themselves responsible
for inadequacies in items of equipment reviewed here.

Pointless
portage

Beware of flashy new
signs on the Leeds &
Liverpool Canal near
Burscough, instructing
you to portage. They
refer to a bridge which
has been open for years,
as shown by the bushes
growing around it.

Sea amazing for
mental health

A group of swimmers
at Croyde have been
supplying information
that suggests sea
swimming has benefits
for mental health and
for the menopause. It is
anticipated that more
GPs might prescribe
sea swimming for their
patients.

And I quote...

Jamie Wharram: ‘So this lockdown business is like the
easiest ocean voyage ever; no maintenance, no watches,
no sail handling, no navigation, no worrying about the
weather, no rationing (well, not much), no reefing in
the middle of the night in a storm, the floor doesn’t
keep moving and there is no seasickness. Got way more
personal space, got internet and phone connections, got
electric lights and heat, got showers and clothes washing
facilities, got a real toilet, got a proper kitchen with a
fridge and running water (fresh water, not salt). Got a
bed to myself with clean sheets. I get to shop for fresh
stores every couple of weeks and walk once a day! Best
of all, lots of alone time. Only negative as far as I can see
is the lack of whales and dolphins...’

Flare dangers

A family bubble, this one in Gairloch.

Delayed tunnel trip exposed

Three kayak paddlers undertook a return trip through
Harecastle Tunnel on the Trent & Mersey Canal. It is
closed to paddlers so they went at midnight when there
were no staff to stop them, it always being dark in the
tunnel. However, the return trip through the 2.7km
tunnel, one of the longest, took more time than they had
expected. They had left details with a friend and were to
phone when they were out safely. Because of the delay
in calling, the rescue services were alerted although their
only difficulties were in explaining and apologizing.

John Kirk-Anderson demonstrates anti Covid
paddling gear.

Governing body enquiries
Canoeist is the not for profit magazine of Paddlers
International and
the International Sea
Kayak Association.
Enquiries to
governing bodies and
associations should
be addressed as
appropriate.
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Yupiq boys and girls at
Hooper Bay all wanted to
try Paul Caffyn’s kayak,
those of their own community
having seen better days. Paul
continues his journey along
the Bering Sea on p19.

At least one
coastguard rescue
attempt was activated
in response to a flare
fired off in support of
NHS workers. Chinese
lanterns have also been
mistaken for flares, in
addition to being a fire
risk when they come
down. Flares should
only be used to alert
the rescue services and
Chinese lanterns should
not be used at all.
John Kirk-Anderson/Stuff

The start of the junior school year always brings a dose of coughs and
colds so it was no surprise when Becky went down with what appeared
to be a heavy cold. One of the schools with which she works was taking
no chances and required her to have a Covid test.
She obtained an appointment for the next
morning and we drove to a test centre in Bristol,
to be refused a test because she did not have on
her phone the QR code which they had not sent
her. It was 8.30am and others, some with Covid
symptoms, had already been turned away because
they did not have QR codes. Similar reports were being heard from
across the country. At one stage we had the only car in the carpark and
the group of half a dozen testers were standing around chatting with no
patients.
The following day we obtained another appointment in Cardiff,
where they were much better organized, giving the all clear 24 hours
later, on a Saturday. We had driven over 300km in total and each wasted
6 hours to get the result.
After the weekend the PM announced his Moonshot scheme
whereby most of the population would be tested every week.
Meanwhile, back in the real world...
There is no point in announcing schemes, however well intentioned,
unless there are the resources, especially the manpower, to carry
them out. Funding can be obtained when there is the incentive but
skilled staff are not endlessly available, even when poached from other
countries that cannot spare them.
Another bright idea has been the proposed banning of all new petrol
and diesel cars and vans in a decade’s time, even hybrids. It is not clear
how this will happen as it depends on technology which it is hoped
will be available and sufficiently developed by that time, a dubious ‘if ’,
a bit like relying on a Covid cure. Thinking seems to be based on the
one size fits all approach, as in Covid testing, where you are expected to
have a mobile phone capable of showing a QR code, or for lockdown
where, it is assumed you are expecting to meet friends and family, go to
the pub and spectate at a football match, not head off with a mate into
the wild blue yonder.
Motorists are expected to want to commute no further than from
home to the office or factory and to have charging facilities installed
for at least one end of the journey. Having to find a space a couple of
streets away with two wheels on the pavement, even without recharging
points, is not the kind of reality that is discussed in public.
Electric cars are not new. Our last technical support guru had one
15 years ago for commuting to work although he had a petrol one for
real journeys. There are 130,000 domestic charging points in the UK
so growth has not been meteoric since then, 142,000 electric cars in
the UK in August compared with a total of 38,400,000 cars in total in
the UK in March 2019. By 2030 we might assume that there will be
a better range of models, including something that will take all your
canoeing and camping gear plus an open canoe or some K2s on top and
that will not cost three times as much as a petrol model. Our local James
Dyson’s termination on viability grounds of an attempt to get into that
market sounds a note of caution.
The Faraday Institution estimate that the UK will be producing
nearly 1,600,000 electric vehicles per year by 2040, implying an average
vehicle lifespan of 24 years. By this September the Office for Low
Emission Vehicles had funded 655 charge points with plans for another
2,456. Local authorities have funding for 7,200. Rapid charging points
are even rarer, 809 in England in January. Most motorways and A roads
on the Strategic Roads Network are supposed to have them at no more
than 32km intervals. Motorway service areas will have up to a dozen
rapid charging points but an average of just 2 for all those vehicles
streaming past. Slower ones can take eight hours.
In May there were a mere 3,187 public rapid charging points in the
UK, able to charge in 20 minutes and giving from 120 to 145 minutes
of driving time. The best you can hope for is to just reach the next
charge point, that you know where it is and that there is no queue,
realistically far below what you would expect in a petrol or diesel
vehicle which would travel far longer distances between far quicker
refills.Your journey to get to your event could take very much longer in
the future at the same time as vast sums are being spent on speeding up
some rail journeys.
In addition to the rapid charging points there were 14,840 slow
charge points in April in the UK compared with 8,362 UK petrol
stations in May with many more far quicker pumps. Obviously there
would be more charging points by 2030 than the current 17,947 public
charging points shared between 38,400,000 vehicles or 2,140 vehicles to
each charging point. Put another way, the UK covers 242,000km2 so the

Web pages for
bored kids

The ICF, assisted by
BC, have launched a
Canoe Kids web page. It
offers colouring, a quiz,
spot the difference, word
search and designing
a competition bib. It is
available at canoeicf.
com/canoe-kids. The
SCA offer a similar hub
at canoescotland.org/
resources/sca-kids#gsc.
tab=0.

Controlling PWC

At the start of lockdown there was a One World: Together at Home concert with stars
performing from all points of the compass. The Rolling Stones contributed their You
Can’t Always Get What You Want, technically excellent as they were in their different homes
and it is difficult to co-ordinate the timing of such items. Sir Mick Jagger, with acoustic
guitar rather than a microphone, stood in a corner in front of two pictures. Was one of
voyageur canoes running rapids? Some years ago he bought a couple of open canoes from
Twickenham Canoe Centre and his pool suggests that he still likes water toys.
CANOEIST November 2020

Local and harbour
authorities have
powers to control
boats and personal
watercraft in waters
they manage. However,
the Government are
considering new
measures to prosecute
those who willfully
or neglectfully cause
accidents or endanger
the safety of others.
The Dept for Transport
say the vast majority of
personal watercraft users
behave responsibly.
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Name that
sound

A film by 11 year old Simon Marks of the rescue of a kayak paddler by a lifeboat after a shark took his
paddle was shown online as part of Swanage Lifeboat Week. The Lego film was viewed over 100,000 times.

CRT licences extended

Shipping
forecast times

Following disruptions
earlier in the year, the
BBC are now back on
schedule with Shipping
Forecasts at 0048 and
0520 on FM and Long
Wave and noon and
1754 on Long Wave,
also on FM at weekends.
These give more onerous
winds than for the
Inshore Waters forecast
but offer an overall
picture which can help
predict ahead.

Contradictory messages
ran a feature on river access, particularly for wild
The Government have asked GPs to proscribe cycling swimmers, and we were pleased to note that some of
to tackle obesity, including making financial donations to PI’s concerns were aired.
individuals to assist. On the other hand, their lockdown
on river users in England and Wales continues, giving
contradictory messages.
The BBC news website has been confusing. It has very
frequently started with social distancing as prominent items
and ended with footballer groups hugging each other. So,
should the general public follow the example of footballers,
who seem as susceptible as anyone else to infection?
On Jul 17th, at the end of the best spring weather in
memory and with lockdown easing, the BBC website
suggested 10 things the public might do, including go
kayak paddling. PI contacted the BBC with some points of
concern, especially about access. A week later their website
Social distancing at a C1 convention.

Because of the virus, the CRT extended all canal
licences by a month. It’s a welcome gesture, which the
CRT can ill afford, having lost 10% of their boat licence
income because of the virus, and might make renewal
dates awkward when business returns to normal. For
2021 their licences will rise by 2%, an annual licence for
a canoe up to 5m long costing £55.05.
The CRT recorded 96.2% compliance over licences
this year but checked less boats because of the virus and
flooding.
The EA have responded to the easing of lockdown
by sending out more licence inspectors, especially to
check on kayaks and paddleboards. To make things more
complicated, even those who have paid for licences will
not be issued with them this year but the EA say their
database will show who has paid.
In October 2020 the EA announced licence charges
for 2020. For unpowered boats the rate is £19.90
monthly or £10.50 weekly, the latter the same as the
annual cost for a club boat. For those running approved
events the charges range from £88.80 for up to 10 boats
to £230.40 for over 200 although there seems to be little
chance of any approved events in the remainder of this
year.

Sharpness barrier proposed

The latest barrier proposal for the River Severn is an
800m long barrage at Sharpness. It would incorporate

50m long sections of waterwheel 30-50m in diameter
which would be used to generate electricity and could
also to pump water out of the estuary to prevent
flooding upstream. The proposers suggest it would be
used to pump water away about 36 days a year. They say
it could also be used for a Parrett barrage and, scaled up,
to replace the Thames Barrier. It would not do a lot for
the Severn Bore.

A charity that saves lives

HM Coastguard and the RNLI have signed
a Memorandum of Under standing on mutual
responsibilities in search and rescue operations in the
UK, the Coastguard co-ordinating and tasking operations
while the RNLI provide lifeboats and crew. The bodies
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Climate protesters in Bath took to kayaks and let off flares to promote their case.
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Duncan Cuthbertson, LD Media

CRT

Jamie Bellinger

Second year
of campaign

VisitScotland are to
run a second year of
their Year of Coast &
Waters campaign, as we
suggested (May, p33).
It is to be hoped that
more visitors will be
able to benefit from it.
An anomaly this year is
that B&Bs generally have
been closed but hotels
have been desperate
to attract customers to
replace the coach parties
who would normally
come.

The CRT have
discovered that 41%
of 16 to 24 year olds
cannot identify the
noise a duck makes,
compared with 22%
of over 55s. A survey
showed 76% of parents
thought they were less
knowledgeable about
nature than their own
parents but 68% thought
they knew more about it
than their own children
at a corresponding age.
You can test yourself
at canalrivertrust.org.
uk/ear-for-wildlife.
So much for all the
communications
available these days.

The 178 page Welsh
National Marine Plan
document has now been
joined by a 105 page
implementation guide
to advise how it should
work. There is also an
interactive online map
which shows all the
Welsh kayak activity as
between Porthcawl and
Cardigan, indicated by
symbols which resemble
kite surfers.

Steph’s Packed Lunch is a new Channel 4 live broadcast on weekdays from 12.30 to 2.10pm with a mixture
of entertainment, lifestyle, celebrity guests and a panel of audience members reviewing the news. It is
hosted by former BBC breakfast presenter Steph McGovern from a studio overlooking Leeds Dock on the
Aire & Calder Navigation. CRT canoeists were on hand to welcome her.
CANOEIST November 2020
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communicate regularly and hold joint training sessions.
John Payne, Director of Lifesaving Operations for the
RNLI, said ‘The RNLI is the charity that saves lives
at sea’, a slogan being used increasingly by the RNLI
although there are some 50 other charities operating
lifeboats (Nov 13, p25) which may be called upon by
the Coastguard. The RNLI is a popular charity but their
position makes fundraising difficult for all the others,
who face equally onerous conditions, and confuses the
public. The RNLI is the largest charity that saves lives at
sea but far from the only one.
HM Coastguard have also signed an agreement with
Surf Life Saving GB who will provide beach safety and
search and rescue support.

Although the MCA have a website, little appears on
it, most news being on somebody’s blog on the site.
On Jun 23rd this picture appeared with the heading
‘Can you find the owner of this sea kayak?’ It had
been recovered off Fishbourne on the Isle of Wight.
ISKA contacted the MCA to point out that it was not
a sea kayak but a sit on top. Putting this incorrect
name with the picture might suggest to owners of
sit on tops that they were sea kayaks so that they
could go to sea safely and perform as sea kayaks do.
The MCA receptionist, a board surfer, agreed that
this was dangerous and should be changed, yet,
to this day, the item with the misleading heading
remains on the MCA website.

Unable to open public
toilets because of the
inability to clean them
often enough but
accepting that visitors
need facilities, authorities
in northern Scotland
have left trowells in
90 lay-bys and have
accepted camping advice
from Mountaineering
Scotland. This one was
on the A835 by Loch
Broom.

Getting boats back to Maidenhead

Still at it and loving it

‘The correct amount.’ Buoyancy. BCU pundits knew and persist
in knowing to the last cubic centimetre what the ‘correct amount of
buoyancy’ is and where to put it. (I made suggestions.) Who or what
may contradict them? Evidence?
Here we go again, sucked in to the Maelstrom of unswerving
authority. Round and round the business centre it whirls.
Below the rapid shallows on the Severn downstream of Iron Bridge
at Jackfield, where the Half Moon pub once stood, a teacher was
swimming, going round and round in the tail end slow whirlpool. ‘Help,
help me’ she cried as she came by again. I, with a pint, sat on the bank
watching. All she wanted me to do was use my paddle, me at one end
and she to grasp the other end as she swept by, and her terror would
subside.
She was an instructor. If I gave in and helped her she would remain
ignorant of the simple advice I shouted several times. ‘Turn your back
on the centre and swim outwards away from it. Do not take a direct
line to the shore! Knowledge of the maths of circles, radii, chords,
frequencies and oscillation may have helped her.
A fellow paddler waded in and helped her ashore where she berated
me, fury uncontained. Good looking too, she was. Parallels?
Checking the white water characteristics of an open canoe I was reviewing, I
took a swim with it in the large eddy at Hambleden weir. Heading out from the
centre of the eddy, it took me three circuits with the canoe to reach the outside. I
was concerned not to reach the edge by the weir sluices and managed to time it to
reach still water by the island at the far end from the sluices - Ed.
Has your email address changed or do you want to be added
to the mailing list when copies of Canoeist are issued?
Email mail@canoeist.co.uk with your email address (with your
former email address if changed) and ask us to add you to
the list. We record only email addresses, not names, offering
greater security than GDPR.
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Paddling a double upriver,
A sit on leant to me for a while,
Up front a tiny Jack Russell
Won’t ever not let us take her,
She being a canoeist that had
Done many many miles.
The Covid is low at the moment,
The trees are turning autumn gold
So you’ve got to get the miles in
Before it gets too wet and cold.
Sure some folk go on all winter
And while I used to I don’t today.
I canoe from April to the end of
October before the canoes are
Put away.
For sixty five years I’ve been canoeing
While the canoes have got better
Year on year always
But I still feel sad come autumn
When the canoes are put away.
Oh, yes, when I was a young man
I would canoe on winter seas,
Rivers and estuaries
But that was before I got older
And the winter cold got into me.
I should not have sold my sea kayak.
I will buy another one soon
But you can’t do everything
On a pension
And yet it’s worth a try
And I so love being out on
The river
When its sunny warm and dry.

MW photographs

The correct amount of buoyancy

From Alan Byde.

The Maidenhead Waterways project aims to bring powered craft into
the town using former waterways. The route leaves the River Thames
opposite Cliveden and flows west as the White Brook and then south
as the Maidenhead Ditch. It divides near the town, the York Stream on
the west and the Moor Cut to its east, rather dried out as its flood relief
function has been superseded by the Jubilee River. The two channels
join again at Green Lane and continue as the Bray Cut, some 5m wide
and 500mm deep, to rejoin the River Thames south of the M4.
Work to date has concentrated on getting boats to approach from the
south, small craft so far, and improving the York Stream. The northern
approach will be addressed later. Green Lane weir, essential to increase
the depth upstream, has fish and eel passes and boat rollers, opened by
local MP Teresa May earlier in the year.

Kev Pyne
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Weed growth

It is surprising how
fast weed can develop
in stagnant water. A
month of lockdown
with powered craft not
in use was enough to
get significant surface
growth on some canals.

Help me
Rhondda

A slip in February at
Tylorstown following
a third storm in a few
months deposited
60,000t of coal
waste into the valley,
obstructing the Rhondda
Fâch. Sewers, a water
main and cycle and
footways were buried
and tree debris was left
in the river.

St Helens Canal
to dry out?

Closure of the Fiddlers
Ferry power station has
resulted in termination
of the water it pumped
into the St Helens Canal.
The canal is arguably
the first of the modern
canal era. Its water
supply from upstream
was cut off by later
developments and it
has long relied on water
pumped from the power
station.

Defra avoid answering, again
In order to break the law on river access by being on a
river, swimming in it or throwing in a stick for your dog
to recover, there has to be a law to break. There was none
at the time of Magna Carta or long after and we can find
no evidence that there ever has been such a general law.
Defra and their predecessors have repeatedly been unable
or unwilling to say what legislation is the central pillar of
their river access policy in England and Wales.
Last autumn PI’s Freedom of Information request
to Defra asked what legislation took away the right of
navigation (May, p11). An FoI answer was refused as ‘your
request does not involve information recorded by Defra.’
Did Defra never hold such information? If not,
why do they claim that there is no general right of
navigation?
If they did have it previously, why do they no longer
hold it? One cannot imagine them throwing away their
information on the legality of using footpaths.
This summer we tried the Parliamentary Written
Question approach, again legally requiring an answer,
with considerable help from Gareth Thomas and his
assistant, Mel Crosby. Gareth, a former freestyle paddler,
is now Shadow Minister for Overseas Trade. In the
event of a Labour Government in a post Brexit era
they could be a very busy pair. He put a question
about which statutes restrict small craft navigation and
received a response from Defra Parliamentary UnderSecretary Rebecca Pow that ‘Those seeking to navigate
inland rivers for recreational purposes where there is no
navigation authority should establish that they have a
legal right to do so, either through voluntary agreement
with riparian landowners or otherwise’, not an answer to
the question asked.

Canal
restoration
debate

Craig Williams (Con,
Montgomeryshire)
introduced a Commons
debate on canal
restoration, especially
the Montgomery Canal,
at the beginning of June.
In a long response,
Rebecca Pow extolled
the benefits of canals
for recreation but never
once mentioned rivers
with similar benefits,
nor the supply of water
which canals require to
operate.

Thomas tried a pursuant question ‘whether there is
not a statute or other legal restriction which inhibits the
Common Law rights to navigate freely’.
Pow responded that ‘only the courts can determine
whether a public right of navigation exists on a
particular stretch of river.’ The question was about the
central pillar of the policy of successive Governments,
not local anomalies. If they are unable to name any
legislation taking away the right of navigation, the clear
purpose of the questions, why do they continue to state,
without any supporting evidence, that there is no right
of navigation where there is no navigation authority?
While those on foot, bike or horseback on land have
had much effort and funding provided to promote their
needs, those in small boats have seen virtually no progress
or attempts to restore access within any of our lifetimes.
Scotland has modern legislation confirming the
general right of navigation on all rivers.

HPMA final report published

The final report on Highly Protected Marina Areas has
been published by Richard Benyon, who, when he was
Waterways Minister, refused to attend a meeting set up
with us to discuss river access.
Plymouth University said that most Special Areas of
Conservation and Marine Conservation Zones should
have HPMAs with most human activity banned, to see
how they compare with the rest of these areas which
now cover 40% of our marine environment. Previously
called Reference Areas, they were quietly dropped from
the MCZ programme as they were so controversial. An
individual indicated ‘examples around the Welsh coast
where the local stakeholders did not feel part of the

project and without
their support the
areas have failed in
their aims’.
‘HMPAs would
not be “no-go
zones” and people
could visit and use
them for nondamaging levels of
recreational activities
such as surfing, scuba
diving and kayaking’
states the report.
That sounds
reassuring. However,
it is suggested that non-motorized boating ‘may require
restrictions on areas or timing of access.’ You may
recall such restrictions around Skomer, where the seal
restrictions covered most of the time not covered by the
seabird restrictions, leaving full access only in February,
neither pleasant nor safe.
Recreation is represented by the British Sub-Aqua
Club, the Royal Yachting Association, the British
Association of Shooting & Conservation and the Angling
Trust.

Dirty old river

Research by Royal Holloway has recorded more
plastic waste in the Thames than in the Rhine, the
Danube in Romania, the Po or the Chicago River
although it is better than the Yangtze. However, the
level of chemical pollutants, including heavy metals, is
improving. A particular culprit is wet wipes which are
claimed to be flushable or soluble although most are not
and are starting to form reefs in the Thames. A particular
victim of plastic in the water is the invasive Chinese
mitten crab.

Welsh lockdown continues

Commenting on lifting of some Welsh restrictions
in August, Dafydd Elis Thomas, Deputy Minister for
Culture, Sport & Tourism, said ‘We are now at the height
of summer and, with hospitality businesses able to open
again, many people will be taking advantage of the
good weather to visit Wales or explore their local area.
After the difficulties for the tourism industry this will be
welcome for many.
‘If you are planning to explore and enjoy what Wales
has to offer this weekend...
‘Plan ahead... there are plenty of places to choose
from.You might discover something new.
‘It’s great to see that most tourist businesses are now
open and we all have a part to play in keeping everyone
safe, and ensuring our restaurants, pubs, cafés and
attractions can remain.
‘We can enjoy the wonderful countryside and
attractions here in Wales over the summer.’ Welsh rivers
remain in almost total lockdown.

Bathing water status proposals

MP Layla Moran has called for a section of the River
Thames in Oxford to be given Designated Bathing Water
Status. The Tumbling Bay was a male only bathing place

A seal has had to be lured away from Ludham on
the Broads after repeatedly boarding kayaks and
paddleboards. She was encouraged away by a boat
trailing fish.
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used by everyone from dons downwards in the days
before there were bathing costumes but the amenity was
closed down using the excuse of poor water quality.
The designation is also being sought for the River
Wharfe between Ilkley Main Bridge and Beanlands
Island.
If granted, these designations would require water
quality to meet stated standards.
The EA claim 60% less phosphate and 70% less
ammonia are being released into the water environment
than in 1995 but 36% of water bodies in England are still
affected by sewage discharge pollution. £4,000,000,000
is to be spent by the water industry in the next five years
to improve river water quality for anglers and wildlife.
In Cumbria the EA have modified 12km of river,
including removing three weirs from the River Keekle
to extend fish spawning areas and have plans to modify
nearly 50km more.

In praise of red tape

On Aug 4th EA Chief Executive Sir James Bevan
presented a speech entitled In Praise of Red Tape: Getting
Regulation Right. He began with the example of an
explosion in a city to which, if it had been a couple of
days later, he could have added the name Beirut. He said
‘you only need regulation where there is material risk to
life, livelihoods or the environment’.
Although he covered a lot of ground, boating was not
mentioned. He did not explain why his body imposed
rules for which they could not present any red tape.
Neither did he explain why a member of staff frequently
interprets rules differently from his predecessor or the
corresponding person in the next region.
In another speech the following month he said
‘universal access to a healthy natural environment would
save the NHS billions of pounds a year in treatment
costs’. So why is his body so keen to ban the users of
small unpowered craft from rivers in England and Wales,
unlike virtually any other country in the world?
He was keen to promote angling. ‘Angling has double
the number of participants with long-term illnesses
compared to other sports.’ Why not promote sports
which produce healthy people?

Beavers to stay

Beavers introduced to the River Otter, allegedly
illegally by wildlife activists, have Government backing
to remain and those in Scotland have been given legal
protection. Environment Minister Rebecca Pow said
that they could be considered a public good and farmers
and landowners would pay to have them on their land.
At present these people are more likely to want to pay
to get rid of them. Even the Angling Trust are opposed
to them. The EA like them because they build dams in
random locations which hold back water, do not cost
them anything, do not have planning permission or
inspection issues and nobody can be blamed if dams fail.
A paddler on the Sacramento River had stopped to set
up camp when there was a crash behind him. A tree had
fallen and crushed his kayak, fortunately while he was
not in it. It seems beavers had been chewing it and had
left it in a dangerous state.
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Orcas harass
boats

Boats off Gibraltar
this year have been
subject to harassment by
groups of killer whales.
Aggressive behaviour by
orcas is not normally a
problem.

Severn
fish passes

Fish passes are being
installed by the EA at
Lincomb, Holt, Bevere
and Diglis weirs on the
River Severn. Shooting
the latter two weirs was
a major attraction of
the national marathon
championships for many
years but marathons no
longer call for this. Dave
Pedlar of Worcester CC
says that new concrete
blocks prevent Bevere
from being shot any
more in a marathon
length of boat at normal
water levels. It is difficult
to portage around Diglis
except walking up the
weir face at low levels.

Tackling
hogweed

Asked by Sir Greg
Knight how much
support Defra gave to
local authorities to deal
with giant hogweed, an
invasive species which
causes longterm health
problems if touched,
Rebecca Pow said they
gave no support, only
advice. They leave it up
to landowners to prevent
its spread. The River Tees
upstream of Preston had
an entire field of it.

Packham fouls
environmental
claims

TV presenter Chris
Packham has lost his
case against HS2 in
the Court of Appeal,
which has backed up
an earlier judgment
in the District Court,
and has been refused a
judicial review. Further,
his ‘unarguable’ case
has been used as a
precedent to oppose
another environmentalist
case against roads. In
the past Packham has
expressed opposite to
improving river access.
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Douglas Caffyn has updated his paper on the public right of navigation

The Public Right of Navigation on non-tidal rivers

Contemporary lawyers
Roger de Hoveden wrote in about 1180 that protection for the
carrying of goods on major rivers was the responsibility of the King’s
Courts and for the carriage of goods on lesser rivers reparation was to
be made as prescribed by the law relative to the lesser roads.
In about 1260 Bracton wrote that there was a public right of
navigation on all perennial rivers, tidal rivers and the high seas. Getzler
wrote that ‘the Bractonian formulations are perhaps the key texts in the
long history of water rights, they are cited continually in judgements
and treaties for the next 600 years and warrant more exegesis.’ Britton,
possibly copying Bracton, in about 1291 gave the same opinion of the
law.
No other relevant contemporary text has been found.
17th century lawyers
In 1622 Callis gave a series of lectures on the Statute of Sewers
(23 Henry VIII, c5). He mentioned navigation in various lectures. He
seems to have considered that a river which was physically navigable
was also legally navigable. Thus he said ‘Ports, Havens, Rivers, and other
Navigable Streams and their dependencies, be put within the defence
of this Law.’ (p29). This applies to all rivers. He also said that if the
commissioners cleansed and deepened a river channel it would become
navigable (p.270). However, he considered that the Navigation Acts of
1350 to 1472 only authorized the removal of weirs where there were
ships and boats (p.256).
Hale was Lord Chief Justice and he died in 1676. A text of his
was first published in 1787. There are two significant passages: ‘There
be some streams or rivers, that are private not only in propriety
or ownership, but also in use, as little streams or rivers that are not
common passage for the king’s people’ and ‘The question whither a
river bee a common or high streame or river is a question of fact and
tryable by jury: and if any have commonly passed there in those small
boats, is an evidence of a common streame or river.’
Because of its date this text is of more importance in American law
that English. Angell, Kent and Wellbeloved considered that the use
showed that the river was physically navigable and this was the fact
needed to establish that the river was public. Brady considered that it
was the use which made the river public.
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Evidence of the historic use of rivers
There is evidence of use of at least 185 rivers between 1189 and
1600. There are about 600 rivers which are physically navigable by
small boats. If it was true that on some rivers there was a public right of
navigation and on others no such right then it is remarkable that there
was no recorded case of a claim of trespass on a river. It is much more
likely that there was a public right on all rivers.

Fresh water and keep dry for seals.

Amy Grealish

Royal Commissions
Records of Commissions which enforced a clear passage on the rivers
for navigation indicate that commissions were appointed to ensure that
the rivers were kept open for navigation in twenty nine counties and on
six named rivers. These records show that there was no clear distinction
between the ‘great rivers’ and other physically usable rivers. There was
also no differentiation between tidal and non-tidal waters as some
people claim there is today.

Marina Johnson photographs

Legislation
Magna Carta stated that kiddles were to be removed from all rivers
in England. Read on its own this might have been for the preservation
of fish or for the passage of boats. The Act for Weirs and Fishgarths of
1472 stated that Magna Carta was made so that ‘Ships and Boats might
have their large and free passage and also safeguard of all the Fry of Fish.’
These two Acts read together make it clear that the King and Parliament
considered that there was a public right of navigation on all usable rivers
in England in the second half of the 15th century.
In 1702 in the case R v Clarke it was held that ‘To hinder the course
of a navigable river is against Magna Carta c 23.’
In all the River Improvement Acts which enabled proprietors to
alter the course of a river it is stated or implied that ‘the river is to be
made navigable’. Of the 74 rivers made navigable there is now evidence
that at least 64 were used for carrying goods before the passing of the
relevant Act. After the work had been carried out on the rivers they
would have been navigable by barges and lighters carrying 25 to100
tons compared with 1 to 10 tons carried in punts and skiffs previously.
In these Acts ‘making the river navigable’ should be interpreted as
making a river physically navigable by barges, not as making it legally
navigable.

Case Law
In all the reported cases in England, Wales and Scotland where the
existence of a public right of navigation was disputed, if it was held
that if the natural river was physically usable, then a public right of
navigation existed.
A House of Lords Select Committee referred to the case Rawson v
Peters 1972 as a ‘notorious case’. In this case Peters was not moving from
one place to another and so the existence of a public right of navigation
was not relevant.
In the Wills’ Trustees case at Scots Law Lord Fraser said ‘It seems most
unlikely that any river in Scotland which is capable of providing a useful
channel of communication for transport would not have been used by
now, especially in the days before 1781 when there was no competition
from railways and lorries.’ However, on most rivers the public right of
navigation would in Scotland have been lost by desuetude. In England
the right would remain.
In the same case Lord Hailsham said ‘Speaking for myself I cannot
conceive of a public right of navigation in a settled country, even if
in theory it is a right based on capacity, which did not have to be
established by use for a substantial period of time on a substantial scale
openly carried on.’ It is clear that Lord Hailsham was unaware of the
laws in Norway, Sweden, Finland, Bulgaria, Canada and other countries
where the right of navigation depends only on the capacity of the river.
This illustrates well the lack of understanding of the law of navigation
even among senior lawyers.

Taking care of your drysuit

Typhoon International is a leading manufacturer and distributor of
drysuits along with other protective gear and accessories for leisure
watersports, diving and commercial workgear.
Our latest generation of fabrics has made our drysuits more
comfortable than ever before while at the same time providing an
advanced level of protection. To get the very best out of your drysuit for
as long as possible there are some important steps to follow in order to
take care of it.
• Make sure you refer to the label inside the drysuit and follow the
washing instructions exactly. Use only liquid soap and don’t use any
fabric softeners or biological washing powders.
• Your kit is likely to be covered in salt water each time you are out
on the sea so it should be rinsed off in fresh water. Preventing the
buildup of dried salt stops the pores of your breathable kit clogging up,
making it feel cold and clammy, while at the same time attracting more
unwanted moisture.
• Once rinsed off, hang your drysuit where it can completely dry out
before you put it away somewhere safe, dry and not exposed to direct
sunlight.
• Whether your suit has latex or neoprene neck and cuffs, the general
mantra of fresh water and keeping the garment dry and salt free still
applies.
• Latex seals are vulnerable to salt water and sun damage and can
eventually crack through wear and tear. As well as the steps above it’s
worth applying a small amount of lubricant and rubbing it in. Use a
sprinkling of talcum powder to absorb any excess lubricant.
Pay plenty of attention to the zips; a small amount of lubricant can
help here, too, once you have ensured that all salt has been cleaned off.
Keep the zip open during storage so it can’t jam up. At the same time
this allows any remaining moisture to escape from inside the suit.

Contemporary law relating to passage on land
In the medieval period there was free passage on all unenclosed land
not planted with crops. The medieval warrant for trespass on land
was called clausum fregit ‘breaking the close’. It was an offence to enter
enclosed lands or fields where crops were growing but the public were
free to walk and ride on unenclosed, uncultivated land. Rivers were not
enclosed nor did crops grow in them. If the law for dry land and land
under water were the same then all physically usable rivers would have
been public.
The extinguishment of a public right of navigation
The Law of England is that Public Rights can only be extinguished
by Statute, Statutory Authority or conditions changing so that the right
cannot be exercised. The public right of navigation is one of these
rights. If a river has silted up so that a vessel cannot pass then there is no
right of navigation for that vessel. However, the right may be restored if
the channel is scoured. Public rights in England are not extinguished by
desuetude.
Thus, if there was a public right of navigation on all natural, usable
rivers in the medieval period, there is today a public right of navigation
on all natural, usable rivers.

Dr Douglas JM Caffyn

caffyn@tiscali.co.uk
May 2020
Douglas says that if anyone wishes to carry out more work on the subject they
would find it easy to find evidence of historic use of more rivers by examining
the records of the county historical societies. He has studied fully only those for
Sussex and Kent.
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Wash, lubricate and leave zips undone.

Wash with warm water, soap and disinfectant.

Wetsuit care

Alan Stokes photographs

In this paper it is shown that there was a public right of navigation on
all rivers which were physically navigable in 1189, the date from which
rights to land are settled.
First I consider the statute law in the period 1189 to 1600, then the
opinion of contemporary lawyers, statements by 17th century lawyers,
case law, evidence of the historic use of rivers, Royal Commissions and
the contemporary laws relating to the use of land.
Since this right has not been extinguished and in England there is no
doctrine of desuetude the right still exists.

Drysuit and wetsuit care during the off season

Hang a wetsuit on a coathanger.

Just like me I’m sure a lot of you get back freezing cold and tired,
only to take your wetsuit off in some sort of manic hyperthermic
contortionist act and forget all about it. Well, now is the time to dig
out that damp suit and get it smelling great and feeling super soft again!
Here’s my step by step guide.
Step 1 - Pick your suit up off the garage floor.
Step 2 - Fill a large bucket with warm water and add a small amount
of soap and disinfectant, swish around and leave to soak.
Step 3 - Hang your suit to dry, out of direct sunlight. If you are using
a hanger see how I hang my suit. This stops the shoulders wearing out
and the neck of the suit from stretching.
Step 4 - Once the suit is dry, leave it on the hanger and store in a dry
ventilated space.
Step 5 -You’ve had a busy day; grab yourself a beer and kick back.
You earned it.

Alan Stokes
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INCIDENT FILE
Coastguard secrecy

In May a kayak paddler had to be rescued from Sandbanks, normally
with choppy water near the mouth of Poole Harbour. Was he a young
tearaway being irresponsible during lockdown or a mature local out
exercising who suffered a health issue in the conditions or a spraydeck
elastic failure, the third of its kind? The MCA gave few details, other
than that the police had spoken to him, presumably not just passing the
time of day. They used the excuse of personal privacy.
Learning from the mistakes of others is always more comfortable
than learning from our own. Indeed, others can offer a much wider
range of incidents. There are air, rail and marine accident branches
for exactly that purpose. The Marine Accident Investigation Branch
usually investigate accidents involving commercial shipping, fishing
vessels and recreational vessels, usually yachts to RIBs. Exceptions
have included a narrowboat in a lock in the Pennines and a throwline
which failed when being used for capsize drill by a rowing club (Nov
18, p31). As a result of the latter it was discovered that the issue was
lines used being butt welded together by the rope manufacturer, other
examples being found as a direct result, perhaps saving lives. Kill cords
on RIBs or insistence on use of them resulted from repeated similar
accidents. Going back a few decades we might recall repeated accidents
involving Scouts in canvas kayaks on open water or glassfibre general
purpose kayaks folding round rocks in rapids. Pooling of information
on repeated accidents enabled them to be addressed. The Air Accident
Investigation Branch have just reported on the bringing down of a
drone by a blackheaded gull.
Perhaps it is relevant that a contributory factor to the Lyme Bay
accident was that the Coastguard had the wind direction wrong and so
sent rescuers to search in the wrong area, a fact which only came out in

the subsequent court trial. We can learn from incidents abroad but not
at home.
On this occasion the kayak user was rescued by a paddleboarder but
there is no detail on factors which might have been relevant, such as
whether he was local, ability level, appropriateness of kit, whether alone,
age, state of health, weather, sea state or wind strength and direction. A
few days later a larger craft became entangled with the Sandbanks chain
ferry.
Years ago a friend of mine was found hanging under his C1 off the
south coast after suffering a heart attack. Some incidents are probably
unavoidable while others can result in information that will later save
lives, the reason for the various accident investigation branches and
more important than personal privacy of those involved.
We also asked the press office of the RNLI, with HQ locally and
who attended, but they did not respond.

Phone reveals location

A 67 year old paddler who went for a week’s solo trip in the
Everglades in January, and then went missing, was rescued after his
phone and wallet were found in a bag on a riverbank. Authorities were
able to discover where he had been from the phone data and he was
spotted from a helicopter, which guided a boat to the location, several
kilometres from where the phone was found. He was floating face up,
supported by his buoyancy aid, and was later treated in hospital.

Hastings rescue

A male kayak paddler, who suffered a suspected heart attack off
Hastings, was flown by Coastguard helicopter to Ashford hospital in 23
minutes. There he received urgent medical attention.

Foam kills five top surfers

Five leading Dutch board surfers died in early June near
Scheveningen when strong winds whipped up foam to four metres
deep. The dangerous conditions were very local with others surfing
in the vicinity without problems. The foam was caused by the algae
Phaeocystis globosa, held in a mucous matrix. The sunny spring and
availability of nitrogen and phosphates allowed colonies to expand
rapidly. Cloudy conditions on the previous day were thought to have
caused the algae colony to break up and force 7 winds and large seas
whipped them into deep foam, blown against a harbour wall and then
onto a beach.

Less drownings

Prior to 2016 there were 400 drownings per year on average in the
UK. By 2019 the figure had fallen to 228. The National Water Safety
Forum’s Drowning Prevention Strategy aims to halve the number in the
decade to 2026.

Too embarrassed to call for help

A 43 year old kayak angler in New South Wales posted film on
Facebook of testing conditions he was facing but said he was too
embarrassed to call the emergency services for help. Emergency services
were called nine minutes later but his empty kayak was found onshore.
His body was found later but paramedics were unable to revive him.

The sharp rocks in the centre of Crackington Haven are covered most of the time.

Crackington Haven fatality

A 54 year old kayak paddler got into difficulties at Crackington Haven, some 400m out near rocks, at the end of May. His two colleagues were
unable to reach him so called the emergency services. He was brought to the beach but died there despite the presence of an air ambulance.

The Sandbanks chain ferry with waves reflecting off its side in a
confused mess as the swift ebb hits it.

Searches were carried out in the Taff around Taff’s Well, north of
Cardiff, after public reports of a canoeist capsizing and possibly of
another person in the water in late August. Recovered during the
search were three pairs of wetsuit boots, three pairs of wetsuit
gloves, a longjohn, a helmet and a neoprene hood but no boat,
paddle or paddler.
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A search took place off Hove after the Coastguard received a
report of somebody going into the water from a kayak or canoe.
An inflatable and paddle were found ashore. The paddler’s
name was reported and the search was called off after further
information was given.
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David Alexander

Stena Line

This picture, taken from the Stena Superfast VII ferry, shows
the periscope of a submerged submarine two years ago. It was
the third near miss between a Royal Navy Submarine and a
surface vessel in four years, resulting from the submarine’s crew
misjudging the ferry’s speed and distance. A collision was only
prevented by a swift course change by the ferry.

Coastguard overkill?

Following the centralization of coastguard services, there seems to be
an increasing tendency to throw all the possible resources at an incident
rather than assessing it with local knowledge and selecting the required
resources, as might have been the case in the past. For example, four
people in a tender were going out to a larger vessel on Loch Long
when it capsized. The MCA in Belfast involved Helensburgh lifeboat,
a police boat, a helicopter from Prestwick, the ambulance service and
Helensburgh and Greenock coastguard rescue teams. Three of the
swimmers were taken to Gourock where they were released. Perhaps
there were aspects of this capsize that were not made public but it
has not been the only incident where response has been surprisingly
comprehensive in the aftermath of Government cutbacks of the service
to save money.

These marks were put on a
kayak in California’s Shelter
Cove after a great white shark
took the end of it in its mouth.
The paddler was tipped into
the water but unharmed
although it probably spoiled
his day a bit. In an average
year sharks kill seven humans
worldwide while humans kill
100,000,000 sharks, mostly for
their fins.

This item appeared on the BBC website on what was, presumably,
a quiet news day.
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Around Alaska - Part 2

Bering Sea,
the Sea of
Bears
False Pass to Nome
30th June - 10th August1990

I found the Bering Sea a total contrast to the heaving grey seas of the
Gulf of Alaska. For the next few weeks, as I headed northeast along the
top side of the Alaska Peninsula, the sea was often choppy but there was
never a serious swell. I bumped into big mobs of both fishermen and
brown bears during those weeks. Early to mid July was prime time both
for the Bristol Bay salmon fishery and big brown bears fishing the river
mouths for salmon that had escaped fishermen’s nets.
For five years, during the planning of the Alaska trip, I undertook a

heap of research and corresponded with Alaskans to find the best way
to protect myself from black and brown bears. In early August 1980 a
black bear attacked, killed and ate a 27 year old solo Folboat paddler in
the Glacier Bay area near Juneau. All that remained of the poor chap
was ‘an intact skull, shoulder blade, long bones and four inch section of
spinal cord.’
For dealing with bears, I learned there were two polarized schools
of thought which I termed the ‘Rambo offensive’ and the ‘common

The crew of a Bristol Bay salmon boat.

A bear by the Bering Sea.
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sense’ approaches. The Rambo offensive school involved being equipped
with a small arsenal, stopping short of heavy artillery. Heavy gauge
rifles, pump action shotguns or powerful handguns were carried as bear
protection. Kayak tour operators working out of Ketchikan and Juneau
in SE Alaska carried pump action shotguns on every trip as the ultimate
deterrent to black and brown bear attacks. However, I foresaw a few
minor problems if I carried a heavy gauge weapon in the cockpit, firstly
shaking fingers could discharge a weapon as I pulled it out, blasting a
humongous hole in the hull, and secondly a poorly aimed wounding
shot (shaking fingers again) would just really piss a bear right off. In my
case, the overriding factor was the Caffyn minimalist weight factor; a
weapon and projectiles were far too heavy to carry in the kayak.
The common sense school of thought involved applying many
of principles that I’d used when camping in the saltwater crocodile
country of tropical Australia. For bears it involved not camping either
at the mouth of a salmon stream or alongside a bear trail, keeping food
well away from the tent and keeping well away from a sow and her cubs.
My tongue in cheek game plan for dealing with a charging brown bear
was to turn around, drop my survival suit, bare my posterior and the
charging grizzly would find the sight ‘unbearable’. This plan changed
dramatically when I first saw how fast the brown bears could gallop.
In 1989 I did, in fact, carry a can of a new product called Counter
Assault. An aerosol spray, it contained capsicum, which affects the
respiratory system, mucous membranes and eyes. Tests in a laboratory
environment and a few outside tests on rogue dump bears were very
effective. Prior to the 1990 trip a chap approached me after a slide show
in Bellingham and asked what I was taking to deal with bears. When
I told him Counter Assault he offered to lend me a can of Cap Stun,
which was the military/police version with a higher concentration
of capsicum. He only had one can left as the Bellingham police had
used up all their stock to quell a riot at the local jail. I took up his offer
with alacrity as I reckoned rioting prisoners were probably far more
dangerous than brown bears.
Each night when I camped on a beach with heaps of bear sign, either
tracks and/or scat (dung), I made sure the can of Cap Stun was beside
me. I heard two stories about the misuse of Counter Assault. All the field
workers employed by Exxon during the oil spill cleanup were issued
with a can. One lass was playing with her can in a large Bell helicopter
that was dropping her crew into a remote beach. She triggered a very
short burst which debilitated not only all the passengers but also the
pilot and came ever so close to causing a fatal crash. The second story
was about a chap who thought the spray was not to be used to spray at
charging bears but as a deterrent when used like a personal underarm
deodorant spray. A vivid imagination can picture his response.
During the 89 days of the 1990 trip I saw a total of 40 brown bears
and one black bear and had two brown bears bump into my tent during
the hours of darkness. Alaska is still considered the frontier state of the
USA and, as such, it is still attracting what I call a ‘red neck’ element
from the lower 48. A maximum bag limit of 2,000 brown bears was in
operation in 1990; that is, up to 2,000 could be killed by trophy head
and skin hunters. Larger bears don’t stand much of a chance with guides
and red neck trophy hunters searching for them by float plane. Thus,
most of the bears I saw only needed to smell the slightest whiff of my
scent and they were off over dune ridges.
One morning in the Bering Sea three big brown bears were slowly
plodding along the beach with a spacing of about 50 feet between them.
An onshore breeze was blowing. When my scent wafted to the first
bear he immediately stood on his hind legs and scanned the upwind
horizon until he spotted my paddling motion. He dropped to four legs
and galloped out of sight over the dune ridge. The two bears following
behind repeated his action and I wished I’d had a video camera to
record their reaction. I’m sure I didn’t smell too badly.
All the literature about camping in bear country describes climbing
trees to escape from charging bears and hanging all food suspended in
bags from a line between two trees. I’m positive the writers had never
visited the Alaska Peninsula or the Bering Sea coast for, as a Bristol Bay
salmon fisherman told me, ‘Women are as scarce as trees up here’. In this
area, the topography consists of rolling tundra flats with the nearest tree
hundreds of miles away.
All I could do in the treeless tundra country was cook outside
the tent and keep my food in the airtight kayak compartments.
Unfortunately, the night at Middle Bluff in Bristol Bay, when a brown
bear clawed its way into my tent, a near gale force southerly wind
was blowing. I’d backed the tent hard against the base of a big dune
ridge. There was plenty of bear sign on the beach, huge plate size paw
tracks and scat or big piles of dung, so I built my usual Caffyn’s patent
pending ‘bearicade’ around the tent. This was whatever I could fabricate

A bearly usable tent.
from driftwood, the kayak and paddle, so I would know if a bear
was approaching too close to the tent. Unfortunately, because of the
southerly wind, I had to move the MSR cooker and billy under the tent
fly so they wouldn’t be blown away and lash the paddle to the kayak
decklines.
Two hours after midnight I was dead to the world, sound asleep with
the alarm set for 3.00am. With a horrendous sound of ripping tent
fabric I woke instantly. Realizing instantly it was a bloody great brown
bear, I yelled ‘Get out of it!’ with just a tad of tremolo in my voice.
Quickly I groped around in the dark to find my glasses and the head
torch. There was no need to unzip the tent door since there was now
a gaping hole through which I exited the tent. When I yelled out, the
bear had fallen backwards over the kayak, then galloped over the dune
ridge. It was only when shining the torch at the flapping streamers
of nylon that I realized its claws had missed my face by inches. The
aluminium windshield of the MSR cooker had been flattened by the
bear’s paw.
Next morning I wasn’t quite sure of what to do next. I didn’t have
enough duct tape to effect repairs. My needle and dental floss could
keep some of the weather out but I still had over 1,000 miles to paddle
to reach Nome. Caching the kayak in long grass, I set off with the rolled
up tent under my arm to walk 15 miles back towards a fish camp in the
hope of finding some duct tape or a sewing machine. I’d only covered
100 yards when a Piper Cub dropped out of the sky and landed on the
beach beside me. The previous day I’d chatted to Brad Heile on a beach
where he’d landed for a break from salmon spotting. After I explained
my predicament with the shredded tent Brad said ‘Jump in; we’ll have
breakfast in town and see what we can do about the tent.’
It was the start of a magic day. Brad worked on charter as a salmon
spotter to a small fleet of drift net salmon boats. As we flew up Bristol
Bay we passed over a horde of small but fast fishing boats, all jockeying
for position to set their nets. It looked like the start of the Whitbread
yacht race in Auckland except that ramming and towing of other boat’s
nets were accepted practice.
A maximum of 1,500 vessels was allowed to work this lucrative
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Brad Heile and his Piper Cub.
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fishery. Some 30 million fish returned to these waters to spawn each
summer and 50 to 60% of these were caught within a three to four day
period. Average catch per boat was 100,000 pounds according to Brad,
for an average initial cash return of $1.25 per pound. It is no wonder
that permits went for a top price of $275,000. In a six week period
fishermen made enough money to live comfortably for the rest of the
year.
Brad shouted me a yummy non dehi breakfast at the Red Dog Inn
in Naknek and we found both duct tape and a sewing machine at one
of the large canneries. With the tent patched we went salmon spotting
for a few hours and then Brad flew inland to a huge lake where we
watched salmon looking for sheltered sites to lay their eggs. Late
evening, Brad dropped me back to Middle Bluff and I made sure a large
‘bearicade’ was in place before I crashed for the night, a magic day.

Walrus

On 5th July I had seen six brown bears during the morning and as
I neared the vertical grey cliffs of Cape Seniavin I was puzzled by a
strange reddish band at the cliff base. Paddling closer, there appeared to
be a cloud of steam hovering above this reddish band. Only when long
white, curving tusks became visible did I realize I was looking at a very
large mob of walrus. They were all clustered together, lying side by side,
for warmth and company, all bull or male walrus with an immense body
weight up to 1.5 tons. Their ivory tusks, which can grow up to three
feet long, and weigh up to 12 pounds apiece, were used for hauling out
on ice, digging up the seabed for shellfish, fighting, keeping breathing
holes in the ice open and for defence against polar bears, killer whales
and man.
Wary at first of how the walrus would react to the kayak, I drifted
past with the wind, taking photographs. When I paddled close to the
beach, the whole mob lumbered into the sea. I was surrounded by
whiskery faces as they swam near the kayak.
Wounded walrus or cows protecting their young have been known
to attack umiaks and kayaks. Fridtjof Nansen and Hjalmar Johansen in
their frail kayaks were attacked several times by walrus in 1895 and 1896
as they paddled through the Arctic sea ice to Franz Joseph Land.
In former years, when walrus were hunted by the Inuit, nearly every
part of the walrus was used. The skin was used for umiaks and floor
coverings, the meat was eaten, blubber was burnt for heating, light and
cooking, the intestines were used for parkas and window panes, and
the tusks for hunting implements and carving. Sadly, today, the tourist
dollar has changed the hunting of the walrus into taking only of the
ivory tusks for carving. Heads were chainsawed off while the rest of the
body was left to float distended onto shore. In 1990 I was saddened by
the sight of so many smelly, rotten headless carcasses washed up on the
beaches.

The diabolical delta country

With a relatively smooth 50 mile crossing of Bristol Bay astern, I
thought I was home and hosed with no major drama before Nome but
my pre trip research left me totally unprepared for the most diabolical
of torments known to a sea kayaker, the vast sprawling mud flats of
the Kuskokwim and Yukon deltas. I had expected tidal flats during the
Alaskan trip but not extending up to 10 miles offshore. I found the
mental stress of dealing with shallow muddy water off the Yukon and
Kuskokwim river deltas far worse than the violence of bumper/dumper
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The Alstrom family at their summer fish camp on Flat Island in the
Yukon rivermouth.
surf landings in the Gulf of Alaska. My pet mild derogatory phrase
coined to describe the problems I encountered was ‘the diabolical
deltas.’
One lady I met, who had worked at a village school in the delta
country, sympathized with me over problems with drying mudflats,
mosquitoes and the soggy, spongy tundra. She politely called this delta
country the ‘Armpit of Alaska.’ I suggested that, anatomically wise, it
would be better termed the arsehole of Alaska. Embarrassed to relate
how I’d spent two nights camped out on the mud flats when left
stranded by an ebbing tide, I was relieved to hear her say ‘Oh everyone
round here has spent at least one night out on the mud flats.’
No wonder the fishermen I met off the delta front were always in
a hurry. They always stopped to look at the long yellow kayak but I
never had a chance to ask more than one question about what lay ahead
before they would say ‘I’m in a hurry to catch the tide.’ The fishermen
all wore ski goggles to keep spray out of their eyes as they planed their
aluminium skiffs over short dirty seas off the shallow delta front.
My main problem was a diurnal tidal cycle in the deltas, only one
big flood tide and one ebb per 24 hour tidal cycle. The more common
cycle worldwide is a semi diurnal cycle with roughly two six hour flood
and two six hour ebb cycles per 24 hour period. In Etolin Strait my
map showed tidal flats drying out 10 miles offshore. When I tried to
sneak through Etolin Strait with an overnight paddle on a big flood tide
the ebb tide sucked out at 2.45am, leaving me stranded high and dry on
the mud flats.
Using the blade of my spare paddle I scooped up a platform of damp
sand some three inches high, spread out the aluminium space blanket,
inflatable mattress and Holofill sleeping bag. Propping the kayak on its
side, I slept with my head in the cockpit, where my paddling clothes
were stashed in case of a very quick inundation by the flood tide. Then
I tried to catch a few hours sleep before the flood tide scampered back
across the flats. In daylight next morning I could see neither sea nor
coast, I was so far offshore.
Needless to say, my relief at reaching the gravel beaches and rocky

A delta country bivvy site.
shores at Stebbins was immense. For many nights afterwards, even when
camped on dry ground, I experienced nightmares of waking on mud
flats with the sea inundating my tent and sleeping bag.

Old skin boats

Part of the reason why I chose to paddle around Alaska was that
it was the first area I had visited where skin boats were utilized for
centuries as the main method of transportation.Various types of sealskin
covered kayaks evolved according to the vagaries of local sea and
weather conditions. I was keen to photograph any surviving skin
boats and talk to the Inuit hunters about their traditional hunting and
paddling techniques. In the light of my trip, I hoped to evolve ideas and
theories as to why specific designs had developed in different areas.
I was disappointed to find that aluminium skiffs and powerful
outboard motors have totally superseded the ancient skin boats of
coastal Alaska. I did see three beautifully crafted wooden frames of the
Bering Sea kayaks at the Yupik villages of Tununak and Hooper Bay but
these relics of a past era were not being given the tender loving care and
attention that they deserved. Covered for the last time with canvas, a
more durable skin than sealskin, the rotting cloth hung in tatters. It was
obvious the boats had not been near saltwater for years.

However, I was tickled by the response of the Yupiq kids to my kayak.
When I surfed to shore at Hooper Bay I was quickly surrounded by a
mob of excited kids who helped carry the boat clear of the beach. Boys
and girls alike all wanted to try out the cockpit and feel the weight of
the paddle. I can only hope my trip stimulated a resurgence of interest
in the old skin boats.

Steam baths

I felt privileged at Hooper Bay to be invited by a Yupik family for a
meqiq or steam bath. Since there was no running water in the smaller
Eskimo villages, cleansing of the whole family was carried out in a
steam bath. I was told that each village has an elder whose tolerance
to heat was greater than anyone else. There was talk also of an invisible
belt that is tightened as the temperature and humidity rise and how the
elder, as he tipped another pitcher of water over the hot rocks, emitted
a low throaty chuckle while lesser mortals hugged the floor where the
steamy heat was not as bad.
Each house at Hooper Bay seemed to have its own meqiq out the
back. They looked not much bigger than a kid’s playhouse, with a small
entrance door at one end and a chimney at the other end. The small
door led into a tiny cubicle where I stripped off my clothes. Before

The walrus colony at Cape Seniavin.

Hooper Bay kayaks were used for salmon fishing, a large cockpit, bow hole and stern lifting lug.
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Paul with one of the few old Hooper Bay kayaks he saw, at Tununak.
entering the steam room I was given a bowl of cold water and a tube of
thin sticks wrapped in cloth. Instructed to soak the tube in the bowl of
water and then breathe though it, I was starting to wonder what I had
let myself in for. I was told it was to stop the hot air burning my throat
and lungs. In the steam room a 44 gallon drum with an outside firebox
had a steel mesh on top which supported a layer of volcanic rocks.
The wooden walls and floor were scorching hot to my buttocks and
back but worse was to come when Frankie poured a can of water over
the rocks. A wall of steaming heat hit me and I lasted only 90 seconds
before exiting into the wee cubicle. The others followed me and, after
cooling off, we made several more forays into the steaming heat. The
men boasted of the marvellous medicinal and recuperative powers of
steam baths. The benefits for me were twofold. I slept like a log for the
rest of the night and all the mud and silt that my body had absorbed in
the Kuskokwim delta was cleared from my skin pores.

‘I started this year at Juneau.’
The chap shook his head slowly in disbelief.
‘Where are you heading for?’
‘I’m finishing this year’s trip at Nome today.’
‘Well, where do you hope to get to?’
‘Next year I want to follow the ice pack north to Barrow and then
along to Inuvik in the Mackenzie delta.’
There was a lengthy pause here as the chap began to comprehend the

Last days to Nome

full length of the task I had set myself. He then looked me squarely in
the eyes and said slowly ‘Well, you better put some clothes on then.’ It
really broke me up and we laughed for ages.
At 8.00 that evening, 10th August 1990, I entered the turning basin at
Nome and landed on a scrap of sandy beach, ending 89 days and 2,760
miles of paddling. No one was expecting me. I asked an elderly Inuit
chap if he would take my photograph by the kayak. I didn’t experience
an overwhelming feeling of elation or relief. The weather was so good
on that last day I felt I didn’t want to stop.
Paul Caffyn. Next issue: Nome to Inuvik.

Summary for 1990 trip
Distance covered: 2,756 miles, Elfin Cove to Nome
Start to finish time: 89 days
Rest and recuperation days: 8
Weatherbound days: 2
All up average: 31 miles per day
Paddling day average: 35 miles per day

Paul Caffyn photographs

Whether it was this relief or a marked improvement in the weather, I
knocked back the last 180 miles from Unalakleet to Nome in only four
days, averaging a creditable 45 miles per day, and the last day into Nome
was a veritable hummer. The wind at last swung onto my stern quarter,
allowing me to indulge in some early morning surfing. As the sun rose,
the wind eased and the day warmed up. I ended up stripped down to
just Capilene longjohns, hat and Polaroids. When the sea went off, I
was able to take off the sprayskirt. I was jogging along, conditioning my
brain that this was indeed the very last day of the 1990 trip and trying
to prepare for the anticipated post trip depression, when I passed an
aluminium skiff grounded on a beach. An elderly Inupiaq couple from
Nome had been out berry picking and we chatted about time and tide.
The conversation went something like
‘Where did you come from?’

Nome, sweet Nome, on arrival.
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The meqiq experience at Hooper Bay.

Nome as it had been.
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Fourth
Olympic course
completed

RapidBlocs, founded
by former Premier
slalomist Andy Laird,
make blocks to direct
the flow in slalom
courses. They have
fitted out the Tokyo
slalom course, where a
test event was run, and
have also completed
the Paris slalom course
for the 2024 Olympic
Games. This will bring
the number of Olympic
courses they have fitted
out to four.

Florida Bay’s
new outfitters

Lisa Feng photographs

Frank and Monika
have run Florida Bay
Outfitters for the last 29
years and fed us with
regular information.
They have now handed
over to Todd Cook,
Captain Cook to his
friends.

Unexpected
sales figures

An unexpected aspect
of Covid has been high
sales of kayaks, canoes
and paddleboards once
lockdown was eased. It
has been estimated that
stand up paddlers now
outnumber those who sit
down.

Pyranha have taken delivery of what they say will
be the last batch of square hatch covers for P&H
Capellas. If you rely on these it might make sense to
stock up on spares.

Anger
over show
cancellation
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One of the best
catalogues we
have been sent for
a long time is the
2020 yearbook
of American firm
NRS. Aimed at the
British and German
markets, in both
languages, its 128
pages display their
clothing, accessories,
inflatables,
paddleboards and
paddles, interspersed
with features on
Scotland, Finland, the Himalaya, the Arctic Canoe
Race and German paddlers Adrian Mattern and
Marieke Voght plus photography from elsewhere
around the world.

WL Gore & Associates

Many shows have
been cancelled this
year so there would
have been no surprise
if BOAT2020 had been
added to the list. What
had not been anticipated
was that Southampton
City Council would
issue a cancellation
notice at 6.34 on the
evening before the 10
day show in September
was due to open, after
working hours, by which
time boats had been
transported there, stands
set up, staff aallocated
and accommodation
booked for them. The
public who had booked
in advance were emailed
at 10.35pm to advise
them although many did
not see this and travelled
to the show, to be turned
away at the gate. A
delegation of 17 from
the council had visited
at around 3pm and had
appeared to be content.
One or two of the large
cruiser manufacturers
were able to shift their
boats to an alternative
site but virtually all other
exhibitors were well
out of pocket, together
with members of the
public who arrived for
the show. A bad odour
hangs over Southampton
while a satisfactory
explanation is awaited
for the 11th hour change
of mind.

Robert Gore has died, aged 83, after a long illness.
In 1958 he joined the family firm, WL Gore &
Associates, where, in 1969, he discovered a new
form of long chain polymer by stretching PTFE
quickly to ten times its length. This material had
vast numbers of holes smaller than water droplets,
which, in 1976 was released to the word as GoreTex. Primarily used in weatherproof clothing, it has a
range of varied uses. Under Robert, Gore became a
$1,000,000,000 company in 1996.
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Water by Nature are offering
a 16 day odyssey, their
New Zealand Multi-Activity
Adventure, primarily white
water rafting but with kayaks,
sailing an America’s Cup yacht,
hiking and angling thrown
in. It starts on Feb 19th 2022.
A £600 deposit reduces the
£4,950 cost by 10%. A choice
of trip, destinations and dates
may be deferred as late as Dec
2023 with the discount held
over.

Ameixin Plastic are offering their new 4m ABS kayak
at $699 ex works in Guangzhou. They specialize in
vacuum forming up to 12mm thickness.

A large drone, operated by Bristow from Caernarfon,
is being used for rescue surveillance between
Conwy Bay and Llandudno, including in Snowdonia.
As it is unmanned it can be risked in conditions
and locations which might be too difficult for a
helicopter and help assess a situation although
probably not give direct help. Unusually, it will fly all
the way from its base rather than being driven to
a launch point near the scene. Aberporth, further
down the coast, was Europe’s leading facility for
drone development.

Miniature gadgets from Rockoo include a carabiner
with waterproof match container and a waterproof
flint free kerosene lighter with bottle opener.

Lucozade have been criticized because
recycling machines cannot distinguish
between the material in the bottle
and the outer sleeve. Manufacturers
Suntory are to reduce the sleeve
size in 2021 and are working on
a seaweed extract material that is
compostable, biodegradable and
edible. Perhaps there is potential for a
meal as well as a drink.

While overseas travel is restricted, the renamed Tongole Wilderness Retreat in
Malawi is one of only two places to stay in the Nikhotakota Wildlife Reserve, on
the Bua River.
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Light at the
end of the tunnel

What do you call an accordion player who’s broken up with
his girlfriend?
Homeless.
‘Wha…?’ the kayaker groans. ‘Where’d that come from?’ His
next thought, more to the point, ‘Where am I?’ On his back,
drenched through multiple layers–life vest, spray skirt, paddling
jacket, wet suit, booties, fleece undergarments–he’s looking up
at a narrow rock ceiling, maybe 6’ up, 3.5’ wide.
‘A tunnel?’ His guess goes no further, the source of his first
waking thought breaking his concentration, the muted cords
of a squeezebox, faint as dusk. Listening, the kayaker can just
make out the sound of a low-pitched, gravely voice wrapping
soft words around the cords.
‘And e’en the rude bucket that hung in the wellThe old oaken bucket, the iron-bound bucket,
The moss-covered bucket which hung in the well’
The kayaker closes his eyes, shakes his head to clear it, but
the words, the cords, don’t go away. Two more shakes, no
change. He grunts his way up onto his elbows, then forearms
to a sitting position, his hands flat on the cold rock floor.
Straight ahead, just beyond his booties, dusky light filters
through the tunnel’s entrance. A narrow strip of rocky beach
fronts the entrance, his kayak flipped upside down on the
pebbles, waves breaking ashore, nudging the kayak closer. No
squeezebox, no vocalist.
The source of the music not in his line of sight, the kayaker
turns his head, neck vertebrae popping. Turning only so far
before he yelps in pain, the kayaker carefully rotates his torso,
extends his field of view to the side and behind.
Standing a paddle length behind him is an apparition, pale
and thin. An apparition pumping the sides of a squeezebox.
‘Can’t be real,’ the kayaker thinks and rubs his eyes to clear out
bay water. ‘I gotta be hallucinating.’
Hallucination or not, the apparition’s dressed in old-time
garb, that much can’t be disputed. Patched canvas trousers–
the patches miss-matched, materials and patterns–held up
by a rope belt, the ends frayed; long-sleeved, wrinkled white
pullover with frayed collar; wide leather suspenders, the ends,
front and back, buttoned to the trouser’s top; scratched leather
vest with multiple pockets and brass buttons; mid-thigh-length
overcoat pieced together from the halves of two disparate
coats; stovepipe boots reaching up to the apparition’s knees,
trouser legs tucked inside.
Topping it all is a round, dented hat with a wide wraparound brim, one side upturned. The hat’s sitting on a mass
of gray hair above an old apple-doll face, wrinkled and brown.
Except for two rheumy eyes and the tip of a veined and
bulbous nose, the face is lost in a tangled explosion of yellowwhite beard.
The apparition shifts its bulk from one foot to the other,
quits the squeezebox, ends its sad refrain, looks down at the
kayaker. There’s a movement of beard near where it’s mouth
lays hidden. Movement but no words. The kayaker hopes it’s a
smile that’s twitching those whiskers.
The apparition continues to rock from one foot to the other,
back and forth, maybe smiling, keeps it up till the kayaker can’t
help himself, coughs out a wet ‘What!?’
Two more side to sides, then in a raspy voice ‘Well now,
laddie, ‘tis a fine mess you find yourself in, ain’t it?’
######
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Seven weeks, that’s how long the kayaker’s been self-quarantining.
Single, no family, a lonely and stressful time.
It was his misfortune to be one of the first to be diagnosed with the
virus. Not really a misfortune, quite fortunate really, his infection caught
out in its early stages, his hospital stay a single day, not multiple weeks
on a ventilator.
Truth to tell, the kayaker would’ve self-sequestered for those seven
weeks in his tiny apartment even if he hadn’t been infected. Not that it
makes much sense but his paternal grandfather’s the reason why.
Doesn’t make much sense because he never met his paternal
grandfather. When you come right down to it, the kayaker’s dad and his
dad’s twin never met their father, either. Not that the fellow ran off, left
his family. Nope, he didn’t run off. But he did leave his family.
The short story goes like this. The grandfather, a maintenance worker
in a local hospital, is taken away in 1917 by the Spanish flu. He leaves
behind three sons, his wife pregnant with two more. The wife raises the
five boys by herself, a strenuous life made more so by the absence of
electricity and indoor plumbing in their small family home.
That story of hardship follows the kayaker throughout his 73 years, its
unspoken message coded into his DNA: listen to and heed the advice
of medical experts. The consequences of not following that advice
downright daunting.
######
Now this viral pandemic, 100 years later. The medical advice is to
shelter at home with family or long-term roommates and that’s what
the kayaker’s going to do. Shelter at home. Alone. He has no choice, it’s
coded in his DNA.
No family, no long-term roommates, but he has friends, knows lots of
kayakers, paddling buddies. The rules say you can’t meet in person but
there are other ways to meet face-to-face.
The kayaker has a laptop computer with an Internet connection, all
he needs for a meet-up. Zoom, HouseParty, FaceTime… lots of free
apps to make it happen.
Setting up computer gatherings and making spur-of-the-moment
calls, that’s how he’s been spending his time. Breaks for food, sleep, quick
jaunts around the block (a face mask covering his nose and mouth),
then back to his laptop. Day after day.
All that screen time adds up to an unexpected consequence: it zaps
the kayaker’s energy, leaves him mentally exhausted at the end of the
day. Physically exhausted, too, countless hours in a butt-numbing chair
not designed for long hours of sitting.
Mental and physical exhaustion also conspire for poor decisionsmaking. That’s what the kayaker does, he makes a poor decision.
######
Wednesday afternoon of the seventh week of the stay-at-home
lockdown, that’s when the kayaker makes his unfortunate choice.
The local lockdown showing results, the number of positive cases
shrinking, the county’s offered up a minor reprieve, a small gift. Local
residents can drive up to five miles from their homes for recreation.
‘Wow!’ says the kayaker to his empty apartment. ‘I can go kayaking.’
He goes online to check the status of his favorite launches. He finds
nothing but frustration, not a single site open for parking. So many
out-of-towners have swamped his best put-ins, the interlopers driving
beyond their five-mile limits, the county’s banned all parking anywhere
near those sites.
The kayaker knows it’s wrong, his DNA shouting at him not to do
it, but he doesn’t listen. He knows a launch site he can drive to and
nobody will be the wiser.
######
Must’ve been 12 or 13 years ago, during the subprime-mortgage
fiasco and ensuing recession, Marin County bails on a planned
repurposing of San Quentin State Prison. The county purchases the
property, disperses the prisoners to other California facilities. But the
recession.
The planned transportation hub, shopping center, park, sports fields
don’t happen, the prison and ancillary buildings left vacant. Also left
behind is a fine small beach, a favorite launch for the kayaker.
No one else ever visits the beach. You’d think with the prison
shutdown, people would flock there. But people don’t. The kayaker
figures it could be a collective ‘monster under the bed’ fear, a memory
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and Selim Woodworth. If he had his druthers, he would’ve preferred
to spend the night in the tunnel, 200-year-old ghost or not. But Selim
Woodworth’s ‘and I sent ‘em packin’ carries dark undertones the kayaker
doesn’t want to test.
The night’s dark but it can’t hide the way to San Quentin, the
Richmond-San Rafael Bridge leading back to the prison from Red
Rock, straight as the gull flies. Paddle parallel to the bridge and Bob’s
your uncle, especially in windless, calm water.
Freighters, tankers and cargo carriers navigate the bay’s shipping
channels by day and by night. Big as the ships are, they’re hard to see at
######
night from the low vantage point of a kayak. The big boats’ bow lights
‘Well now, laddie, ‘tis a fine mess you find yourself in, ain’t it?’ repeats are too high up, too far back to be seen. The hum of their big engines,
the apparition. The kayaker has to agree, a real mess, indeed. What when they’re near a bridge, are swallowed up by the sound of bridge
starts out as a laidback paddle does an unexpected Jekyll to Hyde, one traffic, almost impossible to hear.
A monster freighter, 700’ long and 125’ wide, is in the shipping
moment calm water and no wind, the very next a monster wind and
roiling waves bigger than anything he’s ever encountered on the bay. channel, traveling at 10 knots and about to cross under the RichmondSan Rafael Bridge. Neither the northbound freighter nor the
Then, no memory of anything.
‘I watched the waves pound you and the boat, a maelstrom she were,’ westbound kayak know they’re on a collision course.
says the apparition. ‘The boat upside down, flippin’ and floppin’ in
######
the white foam, you tossed around like a rag doll. Lady Luck were on
your side, tossed ashore on my beach you were, the boat, too.’ A pause,
Knocked out of his boat, the kayaker flails his arms, tries to cough out
the apparition looking past the kayaker to the overturned boat on the
a mouthful of bay, gags on a length of metal (plastic? bay debris?) caught
beach, then ‘Looks to be whole, your boat.’
The kayaker does feel like a rag doll, Maytag’ed and hurled on a rock in his throat. His eyelids are heavy, won’t open; he’s desperate to track
the freighter, wants to avoid those spinning props at the stern, a giant
to dry. Or is it to die he wonders. ‘I’m not dead, then?’
blender. But he’s blind in a dark sea.
‘No, you be alive,’ says the apparition.
Submerged alongside his panic is a low-pitched sound struggling
Eying the apparition, the kayaker thinks he can see through it, a
blurry tunnel behind, the apparition’s body not entirely solid. ‘Are you to surface. The sound’s muffled, a trapped-in-a-bubble sound. When
the bubble breaks the bay’s surface, it explodes, releases a high-pitched
dead, a ghost?’
What could pass for a chuckle, more a deep-throated burble ‘To some keening, a scream that roller-coasters through the kayaker’s head.
Another sound’s coming closer, of course there’s another sound, a
I may be but I consider myself much alive.’ That said, the apparition
hurried thump thump, blades on a turning prop slicing the water. The
takes up its squeezebox, resumes singing.
thumps rush at him, then suddenly stop. The high-pitch keening stops,
‘How dear to this heart are the scenes of my childhood,
too, its bubble burst.
When fond recollection presents them to view!
‘Dr Woodworth!’ shouts nurse Selim. ‘The patient in 402’s waking
The orchard, the meadow, the deep-tangled wild-wood,
up.’ Dr Woodworth comes running, her steps as hurried as nurse Selim’s
And every loved spot which my infancy knew!’
The song softly echoing in the tunnel, the kayaker tries to stand but were when he first heard the alarm.
‘Good Lord,’ says the doctor, ‘Seven weeks on the ventilator and the
falls back on his haunches. The song stops, the apparition reaches down,
grasps the kayaker’s hand with a wrinkled one, pulls him to his feet. old guy’s still hanging on. Can’t say I’ve ever seen anything like it. Up
‘Gotta be a ghost,’ thinks the kayaker, ‘I saw its hand touch mine, but his drip of Propofol, put him back to sleep. I think this one’s gonna
make it.’
didn’t feel it.’
‘Yes, doctor,’ says the nurse, and he taps a button on the machine next
Upright, a bit dizzy and unsteady on his feet, he asks, ‘What’s that
to the kayaker’s bed.
you’re singing?’
The kayaker’s eyes pop open, he sees the freighter’s giant blades
‘A poem my pa wrote, The Old Oaken Bucket.Ye may’ve heard of it.’
The kayaker has heard of it, but doesn’t know the words. ‘That was rushing at him. In a last ditch effort, a Hail Mary, he pushes off the
freighter’s hull with the paddle he’s still clutching, escapes the spinning
written by Samuel Woodworth in the 1820s, right?’
‘Aye, when I was a wee lad, me, Selim Woodworth, that’s when my pa props by the thickness of a paddle blade, bobs to the surface, watches the
freighter’s stern disappear into the darkness.
penned it.’
Surprised and happy to be alive, he reclaims his boat, finds it
Could be fatigue from his upset in the bay or a sudden spell of
lightheadedness, most likely a combination of the two; whatever, the seaworthy, and paddles back to San Quentin, all the time knitting
kayaker’s knees buckle and he staggers backward. Selim Woodworth, together in his head the details of the tall tale he’s going to tell on his
next Zoom meeting.
again, grabs hold of the kayaker with his weightless touch, steadies him.
‘Laddie,’ he says, ‘you be in need of a medicinal uplift and I have John Boeschen
just the potion.’ Selim Woodworth pulls a dented, rusty flask from a
vest pocket, offers it to the kayaker. ‘Drink, you’ll feel the better for it.
Grog’ll cure whatever ails you.’
Surreal the entire encounter, the kayaker can’t think of a reason not
to take a swig of the proffered rum and water. He does, takes several
deep gulps. A burn down his throat, then a warmth in his stomach. His
head clears, his legs find their strength and balance. He takes another
swig, gives the flask back to Selim Woodworth.
Feeling better–heck, he hasn’t felt this good in years–he says, ‘Thanks,
that was amazing. What’s gonna happen now?’
‘What’s gonna happen now?’ echos Selim Woodworth. ‘What’s gonna
happen now is you’re gonna leave, paddle away. Red Rock’s my private
island, and my hospitality only lasts so long.’
Not what he expected to hear, the kayaker says ‘But I was hoping to
spend the night in the tunnel you dug into this rock, let the storm pass.’
‘Wasn’t me that dug this shaft. Was a buncha fools after my time that
done it, wasting their energy looking for a worthless grade of mineral,
manganese it was. They wore out my hospitality and I sent ‘em packin’.
I never been one for much hospitality since. Appreciate my lone time, I
This would be a good time to
do. As for the storm, she’s passed. Now’s a good time for you to go.’
of the badest of bad guys and prison executions infecting the beach,
covering it in a gray shroud, keeping people away.
Whatever the reason, the kayaker’s having none of it. Two hours
before sunset, he car-tops his boat, drives to the deserted prison
grounds, parks on the bluff above the beach, lugs his boat and gear
down the rickety wood stairs and shoves off into San Francisco Bay.
He knows an old guy like him shouldn’t paddle alone. But times have
changed.

######
The night dark, moonless, the kayaker paddles away from Red Rock
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look back over earlier trips
and share them with others.
Let us know what you find.

Ulva
Australia
and Africa
flourish
ahead of
Scottish
ruthless-

Access and passage are not necessarily permitted and safe under all conditions.

Locked down and unable to
get on the water?

‘Now who be ye, would cross Lochgyle
This dark and stormy water?’
‘O I’m the chief of Ulva’s isle,
And this, Lord Ullin’s daughter.
Thomas Campbell

ness

The Boathouse heritage centre by the slipway on Ulva.

U

lva or wolf ’s island is 8km x 4km of terraced,
flat cone, trap country, porous Tertiary basalt
with no peat.
The obvious launch point is Ulva Ferry, where there
are two carparks. The one nearest the water is for bona
fide visitors to the island. The one further away is
hired from the local farmer by Turus Mara, who run
wildlife boat trips to the Treshnish Isles. They permit
overnight parking in return for a £5 donation to the
RNLI but request that the carpark be cleared between
10.30 and 11.45 am to permit their customers to park.
Any paddlers unable to guarantee to be back by that
time should at least park as far away from the water as
possible.
The facilities at the ferry consist of a portable toilet
cabin with all requirements and a loo with a view that
ranks with the best. Cuckoos and skylarks add sound
accompaniment.
Visitors need to summon the ferry from the island
by sounding a bell for the 140m crossing, much easier
than the former crossing from Gribun which led to
tragedy in Lord Ullin’s Daughter. It was the original
tourist departure point for trips to Fingal’s Cave on
Staffa. What has not changed are the fierce squalls in
the Sound of Ulva with southerly winds from Mull’s
highest peaks.
The island was the seat of Clan MacQuarrie from
the 10th century to 1777. One of the clan born here
was Major General Lachlan MacQuarrie in 1761, who
became the distinguished governor of New South
Wales from 1809 and was given the accolade of the
Father of Australia.
Not all residents deserve such respect. Francis
William Clark, the laird between 1846 and 1851, was
one of the most ruthless of the Clearances enthusiasts.
Until then there had been 600 people crofting and
working in the kelp industry in 16 townships. Houses
had their thatch torched so that residents could not
even retrieve their belongings. Those employees
permitted to stay were moved to Desolation Point

on the northeast coast and not allowed permanent
accommodation. Today there are 14 residents.
The current owners are trying to restore a more
welcoming face to the island. Conspicuous by the
island’s slipway is the Boathouse heritage centre,
covering from the Stone Age to the present in a
1989 building which replaces a temperance inn burnt
down in 1880. By it is a restored traditional thatched
black house with a line of turf along the ridge. Also
conspicuous is a red telephone box. With the need for
practicality necessary in such communities, it serves as
a tomato hothouse.
Other facilities for the island have included the
1828 Telford church and a piping college founded by a
MacArthur, a McCrimmon pupil.
Weak flows begin northwest into Loch Tuath from
Dover HW +0110 and southeast from Dover HW
-0505. Eilean Garbh and other islands mean that the
route is of river dimensions at first before Soriby Bay
opens to the south with a fish farm. Herons hang
around with oystercatchers. There are seals, otters,
oysters, moon jellyfish and plenty of
wrack in the water, thrift on the
rocks and, on the island properly,
deer, highland cattle and
Scottish blackface sheep
with bracken up to 4.6m
high and midges and
clegs to suit. This is an
Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty.
The Treshnish Isles
and Coll open up
after Rubha Chulinish,
which sits below 313m
Beinn Chreagach, the
island’s highest point. Lòn
Bhearnuis takes a large bite out
of the coast yet Am Bru is hard to
spot although it comes before a green
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Ulva

Ulva seen across Loch Tuath from Mull.

Gu ide

Cragaig Bay is not as protected as all its islands
and reefs would suggest and develops some sea with
strong southerly winds. On the west side Tràigh Bhàn
is a white beach as its name suggests and extends at
low tide to link up Eilean na Creiche, Garbh Eilean
and Eilean Bàn. At the back of the bay are Cille Mhic
Eoghainn, standing stones and ruins of Cragaig black
house and watermill.

The current bridge over Am Bru, with Ulva on the left and Gometra on the right.

The black house overlooking the Sound of Ulva.

Lòn Bhearnuis with Eilean a’ Choire on the end.
bell shaped hill on Gometra. Eilean a’Choire is no
more than a flat area of rocks, perhaps with cormorants
and blackbacked and herring gulls.
Am Bru is a narrow cleft between Ulva and
Gometra, shallow enough to stay dry even at the top of
neap tides. At its northern end it was guarded by Dùn
Bàn. Access to Gometra is over a small bridge, little
more than a sheet of metal spanning a gap between
two stone walls, protected from the south by another
pair of walls which were the bridge until damaged by
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a storm in 1977. Beyond them is a ford, sufficient on
most occasions although the track suggests that there
is little vehicle traffic. Small flatfish, crabs and shrimps
crawl about in the mud and stones in the pass. Low
flying jets aside, it is a peaceful place to wait for the
tide to make.
Gometra Harbour anchorage can experience big seas
with strong southwesterlies. It was protected by a dun
on Gometra and Dùn Isagain on Ulva. Ahead is the
Passage of Tiree with Staffa and Little Colonsay.
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The former bridge and ford across Am Bru with Gometra Harbour beyond.
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Torr Mòr with Ben More and the other high peaks of Mull beyond.

Vertical basalt behind Port a’ Bhàta.

The southern end of the Sound of Ulva.

FACT FILE
Distance
Ulva is 8km long and lies 140m off Mull.
Transport
There is no public transport.
Campsite
There is a campsite 9km away at Killiechronan.
Youth Hostel
There is a youth hostel 16km away at
Tobermory.
OS 1:50,000 Sheet
(47 Tobermory & North Mull)
48 Iona & West Mull
Admiralty Chart
2652 Loch na Keal & Loch Tuath (1:25,000)
Tidal Constants
Ulva Sound: HW Dover - 0530, LW Dover
-0520
Sea Area
Malin
Submarine Area
Staffa
Lifeboat
All weather lifeboat: Tobermory
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Vertical basalt columns increasingly
become parts of the shoreline.
At the back of Port a’ Bhàta is
Ormaig, a community with a Norse
name which was cleared, lazy beds still
in evidence, as they are at Cragaig. It
also has a cave which was the home of
the parents of African explorer David
Livingstone and by others up to 8,000
years earlier.
Ahead is Loch na Keal with Eorsa
in the centre, a source of heavy squalls

because of the line of high peaks of Mull along its
southern edge. To the southeast lies Inch Kenneth and
a large fish farm fills some of the intermediate gap.
Dùn Bhioramuill is the Clark memorial, the burial
place for many of the Clark family. It has a high wall
and no gateway, a reflection of the level of feelings
generated by this family.
The eastern end of the island is the only wooded
part, the site of the fine 19th century Ulva House by
Adam, burned down in 1953. Earlier visitors to the
island of Ulva had included Johnson, Boswell and Sir
Walter Scott.

Approaching Ulva Ferry.
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more pages. The additional trips described,
with a full range of lengths and levels of
difficulty, include Opeongo Lake, Lake
La Muir to Crow Lake loop, Godda Lake
loop, MacKaskill Lake, Misty Lake loop,
Ralph Bice/Daisy loop, across Algonquin,
Kingscote/Scorch Lake, Cauliflower Lake,
South River, Oxtongue River, Big East
River, Windigo to Radiant Lake, Lower
The Frayed Atlantic Edge
Crow River and Carl Wilson Lake. There are
more of the very clear maps, which include
camping spots and portages.
The Frayed Atlantic Edge
The book’s appearance has been made
David Gange
more attractive. Although there have been
HarperCollins
978 0 00 822511 7 a few picture changes, the text of the original chapters is virtually
388 pages, hardback unchanged. This must have been awkward as the style is anecdotal, often
2019 featuring the author’s wife, from whom he has since separated. His
This is far more than just a sea kayak narrative. daughter appears in some of the new trips.
He is a keen angler, which results in this aspect of trips being
Over a year, historian David Gange completed
a series of solo trips in his sea kayak along the emphasized. Issues such as permits, insects, bears, wind and waves are
rugged Atlantic Ocean coasts of Britain and covered. An unusual plus is the concept of shuttles available by boat to
Ireland. He felt that although British land shorten journeys.
A feature of trips in the park is the large number of long portages,
based histories have been written forever, the
significance of coastlines and coastal dwellers had been consistently averaging over 1km. The information box with each chapter in the
underestimated and thus he decide to address the imbalance from the previous edition (Jul 06, p39) included ‘Longest portage’. This heading
has now been changed to ‘Distance’. For the original chapters the
sea by using a kayak.
The book to me is what I would have expected from a bloke who content remains the longest portage, which might be several kilometres,
is a senior lecturer in modern history at the University of Birmingham while the newer chapters give the trip total distance or perhaps the
and has other history books in print. It is not your run of the mill sea accumulated portaging distance. The maps might help to resolve the
kayaking narrative, concerned about weather, seas and distances paddled, confusion.
Potholed or washboard roads to launch points have the advantage of
but a superb coastal history of people, fauna and flora with a hint of the
dissuading the riffraff who increasingly trash campsites and leave litter.
highs and lows of paddling.
That said, I do have a niggle with the author’s research on kayaking On one occasion the author’s party picked up a pack which had been
literature; in his ‘Argyll and Ulster’ chapter he claims that The Canoe left by those in front and carried it over a long portage, returning it to
Boys (Jul 95, p42) by Alastair Dunnett, ‘was the first major piece of them at the far end. They were not grateful and immediately threw it
kayaking literature in the English language; it is likely to be the most away again. It seems some canoeists and anglers are not above this kind
significant.’ I beg to differ. Dunnett’s book was first published in 1950 of behaviour. Generally, some of the challenges thrown up by trips in
as Quest by Canoe – Glasgow to Skye, reprinted by the Travel Book Club the park are enough to leave behind those less responsible when you get
under the same title in 1959, but it did not appear in a fully revamped further off the beaten track.
edition as The Canoe Boys until the 2007 softback edition (Jun 08, p46).
English language kayaking literature really began with John MacGregor
Waters Beneath My Feet
back in 1866. The author does an injustice to those who have written
so evocatively about paddling in British waters, like Chris Duff with
On Celtic Tides, Paddle by Jasper Winn, Argonauts of the Western Isles (Jan
Jerry Pushcar
90, p41), by Robin Lloyd-Jones, the 1951 published Kayak to Cape
Last Cache Publishing, Alaska
Wrath by J Lewis Henderson and Commitment & Open Crossings (Feb
978 0 578 41848 3
91, p21) by Bill Taylor (1990), but ‘tis just a minor quibble from a bloke
367 pages, paperback
who seriously collects paddling books. This is not a quick flick paddling
2018
narrative but an evocative history of those exposed Atlantic coasts of
A trap with buying books online is the
Ireland, Scotland and England. There is much to be mulled over. If you
limited amount of information available. This
have any family links to Ireland, the Western Isles of Scotland, western
book’s subtitle caught my eye as the author
Ireland or the southwest bottom bit of England, I suggest you add this
had finished his trip at Nome in Alaska
tome to your wish list for next Xmas. For paddling bookaphiles, who
where I had been during my round Alaska
seek a bargain, this hardcover is exceedingly good value. If you have any
paddle.
bucketlist ideas to write a sea kayaking book, start with this excellent
With not much of a preamble, other than
example of a superb descriptive writing style.
a note on the rear cover that states ‘after
While the chapter maps are superb, showing key place names and
a 1,200 mile solo canoe trip from Grand
the paddling routes, the photo coverage is on the lean side with just Portage, Minnesota to Hudson Bay, Jerry Pushcar wanted to see more of
two colour plate sections. However, in the preface, David notes he has North America’s untamed wilderness’, the author launched his 17 foot
a web resource which includes a photo record to accompany each canoe into the Mississippi River at New Orleans. He aimed to paddle
chapter, ‘one of two short films, and further practical information for up the river, cross central Canada by portaging and paddling, down the
anyone wishing to paddle or research these coasts.’ I was disappointed Mackenzie River, up the Rat River, then portage across into the Yukon
by the lack of a full bibliography but David notes the website hosts an River and, from its mouth, paddle north along the Alaskan coast to
extensive bibliography. See www.frayedatlanticedge.com
Nome.
Jerry was 25 years old when he launched into the river near New
Paul Caffyn
Orleans on 10th January 1975, his sole companion a six week old
Samoyed pup. There are 10+ books of kayak or canoe trips down the
A Paddler’s Guide to Algonquin Park Mississippi, one of the best being the 1960 paddle by two women and
a kitten from source to sea. All these books describe difficult times with
Kevin Callan floods, finding campsites, portaging around dams or passing through
Boston Mills Press locks and dealing with a high density of shipping traffic, particularly
978 0 2281 0245 8 long strings of barges in the lower reaches.
Jerry has to deal with all those challenges but in reverse, bucking
234 pages, paperback
3rd edition Jul 2020 the current, fighting his way upstream around moored barges, dealing
Available from Chris Lloyd Sales & Marketing Services, PO Box 327, with sudden thunderstorms and trying to find dryish campsites for
Poole, Dorset BH15 2RG an evening, all this on an absolute shoestring budget. His dogged
This guide to the Algonquin Park is now much expanded, over 70% determination to push up the Mississippi River is staggering. He slept
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with a Smith & Weston under his pillow, using it once to deter a pack
of five dogs savaging a deer. Once through the first of the many massive
locks, the issues of floods and muddy riverbanks were left behind and he
was able to enjoy the scenery and interaction with locals he met.
By the onset of northern winter, Jerry had left the Mississippi River
and begun the paddle/portage routes to the Canadian border where
he rented an abandoned farmhouse for the winter doldrums. After ice
breakup on the lakes and rivers in the summer of 1976, Jerry followed
those routes that the French-Canadian voyageurs used in the really old
days with big freight canoes. Not far north of Lake Athabasca he had to
spend a second winter and, remarkably, from scratch with the aid of an
axe and a two foot folding saw, he built his own log cabin, plastic sheet
for a window and boot leather hinges for a door. How this young fella
survived on his own for a second winter with just himself, a second dog
and his guitar is mind boggling.
During the third summer Jerry reached the Mackenzie River, then
had a battle with bugs, running short on food and having to drag his
canoe up the freezing waters of the Rat River to Summit Lake. Locals
out hunting and archaeological teams helped with his meagre diet as
Jerry paddled down the Bell River, into the Porcupine and then it was
all downhill on the Yukon River to the sea. At Russian Mission, a small
native village, not only does he lose his second dog in an overnight
scrap but it was mid September and winter was on its way. Held up
by headwinds, he finally exits the north mouth of the Yukon River
but then almost loses his canoe when it drifts offshore; his survival
afterwards onshore following a swim to retrieve the canoe, depended on
his ability to light a fire. His ‘Tin Man’ description of his trying to free
his frozen joints and underwear is so apt.
At Unalakleet, a coastal Inupiaq village, winter conditions were well
advanced. Then at Cape Denbigh, only 132 miles by sea from Nome,
there was no more open water; the sea had iced over. He could have
waited out another winter but Jerry’s dogged determination led him on
a long freezing detour on land, through terrible blizzard conditions until
he staggered into Nome on 12th November 1977.
In the acknowledgements, Jerry Pushcar notes the book was 40 years
in the making. Obviously, he had a few rejections early on. The text
is very readable; it never gets bogged down in a straight regurgitation
of diaries. Mind you, he had plenty of time for rewriting during those
two long winters. Description of his time interacting with the locals,
especially during the two long winters, is nicely done with insights
to the hardships suffered and friendships made in those really remote
villages or winter camps.
Photo coverage is on the lean side, some chapters with none and
some with two or three in the text. The single half page map shows
North America with a black line marking his route and not a single
place name, which makes following Jerry’s route rather difficult. A map
per chapter would have helped.
The last paragraph notes that ‘Jerry was born and raised in the
northern Minnesota’ and he ‘has lived in Nome since completing his
record breaking solo canoe voyage. He has now retired and spends his
summers mining for gold in the mountains surrounding Nome.’
Perhaps described as a down to earth narrative of a really big paddling
trip by such a young bloke, no deep philosophizing about the meaning
of life but how he set his sights on reaching Nome and how his dogged
determination got him there in the end.

Paul Caffyn

Amazon Woman
Darcy Gaechter
Pegasus Books, USA
978 1 64313 313 0
224 pages, hardback
2020
Inside the dust jacket this book is
described as part memoir, part feminist
manifesto. Although the author, as a
freshman at a USA high school, was a
bit on the small side, only five foot
tall and weighing 82 pounds, Darcy
Gaechter made up for her small stature
by doing really well with sport, especially
competitive volleyball. There was a chip
on her shoulder certainly but I would
not tag this book as a feminist manifesto. At university she was asked to
take a semester off and go kayaking in Nepal and, to the 20 year old’s
surprise, her parents agreed.
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That initial trip led to a passion for whitewater rafting and kayaking.
Darcy has made a career out of guiding and instruction and ultimately
owning a company with her partner, which guided paddlers on
whitewater adventures in Ecuador. The third character involved in the
narrative of Amazon Woman is a wealthy English computer whiz who,
back in 2004, decided he needed a huge challenge as he felt his life
was slipping away. A climb of Everest was ruled out as too many had
done it but fewer people had descended the full length of the Amazon
River than had walked on the moon. His choice was made. Midge had
absolutely no paddling experience which is how he ended up meeting
both Darcy and her partner, Don, with finally an invitation for them to
guide him in a source to sea mission on the Amazon River.
After a brief note on which river is the longest/largest in the world
and a glossary of kayaking terms, Darcy introduces the many dangers
the team will face. After an excerpt ‘Losing Midge in the Dam Site’
from day 20, the team members are introduced and the next chapter is
mostly about motivation for their paddle.
Once the expedition begins at Lago Acucocha, Darcy’s account of
the paddling, portaging and overnight camping is engrossing, especially
as the initial strong relationships between the three of them start to fray.
Three can be an awkward number for any expedition but when Midge,
who lacks the serious whitewater experience of Darcy and Don but
who is funding the entire expedition, starts to apply what are viewed
as onerous demands by Don, this almost leads to an early team breakup.
What with really serious grade 5 rapids, concerns with running the Red
Zone, where Shining Path rebels have killed paddlers in the past, biting
bugs and rockfalls, there is just so much mental pressure on the team.
Beyond the whitewater canyons, a motorized canoe, a Peruvian Navy
vessel and a finally a chartered boat shadow the trio, the boat used for
overnight camping when the river widens out to kilometres wide.
They had swapped their whitewater kayaks for racing sea kayaks with
cockpits. Frustrations loom large with the slow paddling speed of Midge
but Darcy’s volleyball skills help her interact on shore where women
villagers play very competitive volleyball.
On day 148 the team reach a tagged GPS point marking the
rivermouth and Darcy feels the start of post expedition depression,
acknowledging the magnitude of the paddle but that further challenges
were necessary to satisfy her paddling passion.
An Afterword rounds off the narrative nicely while an Author’s Note
states that both Don and Midge felt Darcy was ‘unfairly harsh’ in her
treatment of them. She acknowledges all three of them acted ‘crazy,
mean and irrational at turns’ but to me the book is simply a ‘warts and
all’ story, well told.
The bibliography is mostly a list of websites, quoted and footnoted in
the text. I am disappointed that Darcy did not include books of those
who have gone before, those who have kayaked or rafted down the
Amazon, such as:
Alan Holman’s White River, Brown Water (1985) (May 85, p31)
Joe Kane’s classic Running the Amazon (1989) (Sep 89, p21)
Francois Odendall’s Rafting the Amazon (1992)
Colin Angus’s Amazon Extreme (2001)
Ben Kozel’s Three Men in a Raft (2002)
What also disappoints is the lack of a decent map (or stage maps) to
show the route followed; the half page map at the end of the colour
plate segment shows only the top half of South America with bugger
all detail. All of those books listed above have really good maps, double
page and several with section maps.
Also disappointing is the number and choice of photos in the
colour plate section, 22 in total, and not a single black and white
photo included with the text. Why do publishers surround photos
with as much blank white page as the photo? There is just one of a
whitewater rapid and even the cover photo (nice jacket design) is a
stock whitewater photo, not of the author and I surmise not even on
the Amazon. However, my niggles re photos, lack of maps and book
design lie solely with the publisher and not the author. When you sign
over your manuscript to a publisher you forfeit any involvement in the
book, no input re layout, overall design or choice of photos and if it is
your first book you are only too happy to see it in print!
Overall, a superb read, a wonderful insight into the highlights and
perils faced with a paddle down the Amazon, with snippets of bygone
history, encounters with locals (good and bad) and ups and downs with
personal dynamics within their team. Darcy was 35 when she began
this 148 day expedition. Is it a feminist manifesto? Definitely not. A bit
of a chip on her shoulder re being of small stature but she certainly is a
talented whitewater paddler and writer.

Paul Caffyn
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Paddling Through Depression Era Europe
J Stannard Baker
Stannard, USA
978 1 7322680 2
255 pages, hardback
2019
This is a glimpse of life in pre
WWII France and Germany with a
young Chicago couple who freighted
a canoe to France in 1931 for a month
long paddle in the canals and rivers
of southern France. After a farm boy
destroyed Fran and Stan’s canoe they
bought a German made folding kayak
and continued their trip in it. Stan
Goddard produced a two volume diary
of their paddle and produced 300 glass slide photographs. Eighty five
years after the paddle, Stan and Fran’s son decided to share his parent’s
story. The black and white photos reflect superbly Europe between the
wars, life on the rivers and on shore. Detailed maps show the route
followed.
I liked Stan’s writing style, neither too archaic nor an abbreviated trip
diary style. It is a perceptive view of pre war France and Germany at a
time when Hitler was beginning to exert his influence on the German
population. The glass slide photos have reproduced well in half page
width layout although a fine black outline border would have helped lift
them off the pages.
For a young American couple escaping from the Depression years in
1931, this excerpt from the final paragraph for me sums up the bonus of
a couple who grew together rather than apart from a sustained overseas
paddling expedition.
‘And on top of this was the ever-fresh pleasure that Fran and I found
in each other’s companionship. We ceased being merely a breadwinner
and a housewife, and became comrades in a common enterprise. We
were scarcely out of each other’s sight, and like all people who are so
much together, came to think the same thoughts at the same time so
often that it seemed we could read each other’s minds.’
An appendix notes that additional photos and related materials can be
found at www.paddlingdepressioneurope.com

Paul Caffyn

Upside Down in the Yukon River
Steve Cannon
Expand Your Possible
978 1 7328531 0 2
250 pages, paperback
2019
The author is one of those blokes who is
seriously into the competitive side of outdoor
adventuring. The first three pages list quoted
praise for the book by fellow adventure racers,
along with one from his mum who has, of
course, to be a tad biased. The rear cover notes
that Steve ‘runs, fat bikes, kayaks and skis. He is
the first person to run around Lake Michigan,
logging 1,037 miles in forty days’.
I should note that I can’t stand any form of outdoor adventure racing,
be it competing against the clock or other ego challenged adventurers.
Racing seems to defeat the whole purpose of venturing into the
outdoors. Racing demeans the enjoyment of the wondrous escape
from the trappings of modern civilization. Sea kayaking for me allows
enjoyment of nature as it was before civilization started to bugger it
up. For me it is the challenge of mind over matter that provides the
motivation and satisfaction resulting from the big trips, using my brain
matter to figure out the vagaries of tide and wind, weather and finding
tolerable landings, and not competing with the egos of other paddlers!
Steve does not write too badly; his story is very readable but the
events that befall him are a tad overdramatized. This is just a paddle race
down the Yukon River, a trip that so many folk do annually in kayaks or
canoes without any major cockups and without having to race against
other paddlers. There are so many Yukon River paddling classics that are
worth hunting down via AbeBooks, for example New York to Nome by
Rick Steber (1987), Yukon Wild by Beth Johnson (1984), Yukon Summer

by Eugene Canter (1973) or the wonderful Kings of Yukon by Adam
Weymouth (2018) which combines a river paddle with the annual
salmon migration up river. Western Australian paddler Terry Bolland in
2011 self published his well illustrated story of the annual Yukon River
Race and it is still available from Terry.
Where the book fails in my view is the only photo is a distant author
thumbnail on the rear cover. The front cover is a fuzzy painting of a
capsized yellow kayak. There is narry a single photo or map in the book.
This is a sad reflection of self publishing; go for the cheapest option and
do text only, ego embellishment at its best.
The only sweetener for me is inclusion in the preface of one of
Robert Service’s poems, The Spell of the Yukon. Robert Service wrote
some corker ballads of life in the Arctic north of Alaska with his most
well known poem being The Cremation of Sam Magee.
To summarize, a book which will may appeal to those to want to pit
their stamina against beating other paddlers or for time records but, if
you enjoy your paddling for the escape from the constraints of urban
living and the current lockdown, leave this one alone.

Paul Caffyn

Kayak the Kwanza
Oscar Scafidi
Unbound Books
978 1 78965 012 9
206 pages, paperback
2019
In June 2016 two youngish English chaps,
working in Angola, set off to complete a first
source to sea descent of the Kwanza River, the
longest river in Angola. As their 1,300 kilometre
expedition would involve over 300km of
portaging the kayak of choice was a folding
double Klepper Aerius II of early 60s vintage.
Their previous paddling expedience was
limited. Alfy Weston, owner of the Klepper, had in 2014 paddled 220km
of the lower river to the sea while Oscar (the author) got some training
on the Thames River and took a whitewater safety course. As well as
trying to gain an entry in the Guinness Book of Records, cyber coverage
plus a film of their expedition would hopefully raise over $10,000
for the Halo Trust, a non government registered British charity and
American non profit organization which removes debris left behind by
wars. In the case of Angola, this related to millions of landmines planted
during the 22 year long civil war.
Six months of planning and preparation involved quite a bit more
than for a month long river trip in the USA or Canada; permits
were necessary from three Angolan government ministries as well as
notifications to provincial authorities. While Oscar collected kit and
camera gear, Alfy mapped their intended route, using notes from his
earlier paddle, speaking to local sources and satellite imagery. Halo Trust
would help with food resupplies. The daily targets were set at 50km
for paddling and 20km for portaging. To aid with portaging, a three
wheeled sandyacht was included to carry their 105kg of kayak and kit.
The preface includes a two page excerpt from the ‘Arrested at
Capanda’ chapter when the chaps are rudely awoken and handcuffed,
which is a rather good cunning plan to engross potential readers to
buy the book and read on. The narrative text is well written, good
descriptive writing of the on the water dramas such as evading rather
territorial hippos, the torments of portaging long distances with feet
that are grossly infected and serious pain kept at bay with codeine,
finding overnight campsites that are free of marauding hippos and
dealing with the local bureaucratic army despots along the way.
Descriptions of the heartbreaking damage to the environment are
well told with variations on how the locals attempt to make a frugal
living by using a garden hose to breathe while loading bags of river
bed sediment which can be screened on shore for diamonds, to massive
earthmoving operations run by the Chinese, massive fires and former
forests totally devoid of trees.
The history of Angola is well told, both from the days of regional
tribal control, the so sad export of slaves to North America, to the
pompous, cloying control of the wretched Portuguese government with
insights to the exploitation of Angola’s rich mineral resources, to the
bailing out of the Portuguese settlers after the April 1974 Carnation
Revolution in Portugal, which then led to the 22 year long civil year
between the Russian/Cuban/Chinese support for the MPLA and the
South African supported UNITA.
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One of the biggest dramas was being caught against the barricade
like poles of a fish trap; the kayak capsized, wooden frames snapped and
quite a bit of kit floated off downriver, a potential end of expedition
disaster, but a local was able to fix the damage with ‘a few extra bits of
wood, cut metal and a few rivets.’
Then, approaching the last river dam with an anticipated food
resupply and only 220km to paddle, the chaps were rudely awakened
and arrested by the military. Despite providing the requisite paperwork,
what follows is a nightmare of being incarcerated but unable to find any
support from the Angolan government for finishing their expedition.
Via a cellphone not found during searches, embassies are contacted and
on the point of both being deported, a single phone call leads to their
release.
The ‘Covert Expedition’ chapter describes their desire to reach their
‘finish line’ at the Kwanza River mouth, dodging a police check on
river poachers and carrying their Klepper over a sand spit into the
Atlantic Ocean. A missing paddling/portage section from above the dam
to where they launched on the covert bit means they do not qualify for
the Guinness Book of Records but so what?
Although this was only a 32 day paddle, it is the difficulties the chaps
faced, not just with rapids, rhinos, bugs, blisters and crocodiles but
dealing with Angolans on the river banks, be they security forces, illegal
diamond miners, farmers or fishermen.
Appendix 1 is a nine page fascinating brief history of Angola while
the next two are lists of equipment and medical supplies carried.
Downsides of this book are the sole, pathetic half page map while
the cheap quality of the paper has led to very poor reproduction of

the grayscale photos. A ‘Dear Reader’ page notes that funding for
printing came from a reader subscription and that a beautifully bound
subscribers’ edition is produced along with an ebook (see unbound.
com).
The rear cover notes that a film of the journey did well with film
festivals (no mention of NZ) and their expedition raised $25,000 for the
Halo Trust.

Paul Caffyn

Book of the month
We are pleased to report that
Coast have picked Coastal Scotland,
based on Canoeist guides, as a Book
of the Month.

Do you know
Inspirational cover

From Leigh Smiles.
Around 30 years ago I saw a copy of Canoeist magazine in a shop
window that directly led me to
spend the next three decades, and
counting, into a very happy career
in outdoor education.
I currently run a kayak touring
company based in the Lakes and
Italy.
I’d love to have a copy of the
front page of the magazine that
inspired me.
I have in my mind December ’89
but it might be any from around
that time.
Any chance you’ve got photos of
back issues in the late 80s ?
Editor’s response: We have
established that it was this one with
Sharon Foster paddling in Iceland.

Palser kayak

From Adrian Overs.
I have an old wood and canvas canoe for sale and would appreciate
any advice you could give me about what it is worth and how/where
best to advertise it.
As you can see from the photos, the canoe was made fairly locally at
Upton-on-Severn, although I don’t know how old it is and can find out
nothing about the manufacturer. I bought it secondhand about 35 years
ago but have rarely used it and think it should go to someone who will
appreciate it.
I would be grateful if you could give me any assistance in this matter.
Editor’s response: I would guess the model is 1950s but yours looks to be
in good condition so it may be later, perhaps 1960s. Unfortunately, there would
not be much call for a lath and canvas model like this these days but it could be
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of interest to a collector, especially as it must have rarity value. Think of it like a
saloon car of that era.
Harold Palser was a photographer from Birmingham who moved down to
Upton-on-Severn and began his kayak business. The spraycovers were made by
Brenda Thomas, whose son, Rowan, was a Div 3 slalomist. Rowan suspects it
might have been made by Doreen, a lady now in poor health.
It has been inspected by John MacLeod, who records:
The kayak was well worth a view and with Adrian’s attention it has
kept well. It has been used with care all its life, very few rocky rivers!
Adrian is a craftsman himself with an enviable range of skills including
dry stone walling and vintage motorbike rebuilds, both outstanding
quality projects 80% completed. His work space is so tidy, amazing.
This rigid double kayak is very similar to Percy Blandford’s PBK20
design, probably 15’ long, but an improved shape and superior
construction.
A marine specialist boatbuilder professional build.
Timber has been well selected and workmanship is exemplary.
Quality marine ply for the frames, midpoint between frames is a bent
ash strip to hold the hull shape. All in perfect condition.
Stringers - not sure what wood but knot free and quite minimal in
size, a good choice. All in perfect condition.
Hull material is probably PVC coated, possibly Nylon, lightweight
and in perfect condition. Possibly has been replaced but could be
original. One small repair patch. Ready for the water.
Deck material is canvas, good for drying out, very lightweight,
degraded by UV, faded and with some paddle rub damage. The deck
looks good, excellent for a museum piece but not sufficiently robust for
continued use.
Fitting of deck and hull materials is really professional, tight, no
wrinkles, suggesting these are original.
Storage has been good, under cover with ventilated surrounds.
Varnishing has been maintained to look as if original, really well done.
Paintwork on the rubbing strips is new (red).
Accessories are complete.
Paddles, plywood with a spoon, jointed with close fitting brass
ferrules in good condition. One paddle is shorter, maybe a repair.
Backrests are complete though the rear one was in a spares and repairs
box with material offcuts.
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Spraycovers are simple canvas with studs (rusty). Homemade,
probably, as you suggest.
Seats are glassfibre, possibly or iginal, which would suggest
manufacture 1965 or thereabouts.
Adrian has been a top rate custodian of this craft, as was his father
previously, though it was purchased secondhand, I understand. Really
cared for. He’s keen to see it provided for and, with a good prospect of
it being looked after, is ready to part with it.

If we had a museum right now I believe he would offer it on
permanent loan or a donation. He has been thinking of selling it but
appears realistic that selling locally to be used is probably not the best
future for this craft.
Meanwhile, this kayak is safely stored, hung into his garage roof space
upside down with a sturdy metal frame on which it sits.
A pleasure to review this professional build; most craft like this were
homebuilt, as indeed my own PBK20 was.
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The Sea Otter going from Lough Erne in Northern Ireland to Carnadoe Bridge on the Shannon in Ireland, via a canal closed for a century.

Buoyancy point of view 2

Ease of recovery
When I looked round, the flat back deck of my Sea Otter was
underwater. Twenty seconds later I keeled over and exited. It was the
NW corner of Lough Neagh in Northern Ireland. Effectively an
inland sea with distant shores over the horizon, Lough Neagh is huge
and similar in area to Lake Constance. We were about one mile from
the nearest land, a small island that lay into the wind and waves. Our
departure point was three miles downwind and wave. It was 1974
and a dull, cloudy day. With my paddling companion Jennifer’s help
I re-entered twice. The high volume, plywood slalom kayak she was
paddling gave good support but neither of us knew what to do next and
I was more than a decade away from knowledge of other techniques
that might have solved my situation. My predicament was not good
because, wearing only normal clothing and waterproofs, hypothermia
was looming, I was rapidly getting colder and was aware my time was
limited to tens of minutes.
In Sea Kayaker’s Deep Trouble: True Stories & Their Lessons from Sea
Kayaker Magazine 1 (DT), Eric Soares describes a similar situation
when he was paddling solo in a borrowed Icefloe kayak in difficult
conditions (DT page 88). This is a UK sea kayak design from the 1990s
and one example was measured with a cockpit volume of 205 litres
(M O’Connell pers comm). This volume is the equivalent to a UK,
cast iron, standard bath filled to the overflow rose. Soares speculates on
the advantages of a sea sock and states that he would have preferred
his surf ski ‘…with which I did not have to worry about water in the
cockpit.’ Oddly, he does not question the design of the kayak giving him
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trouble. The ‘What? question, onboard water, is obvious; the problem
is the destabilizing effect of the cockpit water but the more instructive
question ‘Why?’ is not asked and this is typical of the instinctive
approach of many people to a problem where the first and usually the
only question that is posed is ‘What?’ or ‘Who?’. In my situation in
Lough Neagh, like Soares, it never occurred to me that the kayak could
or should be easily controlled with onboard water because I did not ask
the question ‘Why?’ Now I know better.
Many of the troubles recounted in DT start with a capsize,
subsequent loss of control and then the inability to recover control
easily, ie quickly. At no point in DT is the question asked ‘Why is
recovery of control not easy?’ A survey of Sea Kayaker readers also
omitted this question2. For open canoe capsize, recovery remedies
usually involve another open canoe and a laborious emptying of water
by turning the stricken canoe over and drawing it, upside down, at least
in part across the assisting craft. No-one seems to think that there is
anything wrong with this method. It may be the only option for the
majority of existing open canoes but it is, in fact, a perfect illustration
of bad buoyancy design. A good buoyancy design should enable easy
and fast recovery of control from capsize without necessarily requiring
assistance from other craft3.
I have never been interested in kayaking or canoeing as a sport or
in order to be on the water. For me, the kayak has been a pleasant,
affordable and convenient means of exploring defunct canals or offshore
islands, collecting driftwood or visiting friends. Within a decade of the
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Lough Neagh trip I started fifteen years’ instructing on outdoor courses
based on the island of Scarba, just north of Jura, on the west coast of
Scotland. Our course participants were from a variety of institutions
ranging from public schools to treatment centres for serious young
offenders. Almost all of these young people would have been classed
as novice or beginner at kayaking. Normally I would have had the
opportunity for a three hour session or maybe two, to teach basic skills
before some teenagers would have had the chance for a three day
expedition at the end of the course. On occasions, for some of these
beginners, there would have only been an hour or so of instruction
before a three day expedition around the surrounding islands, regarded
as an advanced sea kayaking area. My focus, therefore, was always on
ways of reducing the skill and strength required from the participants by
the equipment in order to maximize the objective safety. The objective
safety levels would have been largely unappreciated by the participants
as their experience was dominated by their subjective view of the
fast tidal streams, wild surroundings and the fact it was up to them to
stay on top. Course expeditions were entirely self sufficient and not
accompanied by a safety boat.
Prior to the trip on Lough Neagh I had fitted my kit built, plywood,
Ottersports Kayel Sea Otter with polystrene buoyancy blocks at bow
and stern and additional buoyancy was provided by the equipment fore
and aft in polythene bags. However, none of this provided the lateral
stability needed to restore control. A decade later I had such a kayak.
What was missing in the Kayel was midships buoyancy. Midships
buoyancy is not fitted as standard at manufacture in the majority of
commercial decked kayaks with bulkheads or open canoes. Why not?
When a kayak or open canoe is turned from capsize position to be
righted, the midships gunwale is the lowest part of the craft when it is
at right angles to the water surface. Therefore, it follows that buoyancy
midships at gunwale level will force more water out of the seating
position as well as providing lateral support in the swamped condition.
This is what is well illustrated, for example, in the performance of a sit
on top. Sit on tops can be righted from capsize, remounted and paddled
away with no appreciable loss of lateral stability. Open canoes become
laterally unstable when swamped but the fitting of lateral buoyancy as
standard is very rare. Instead there are numerous methods advocated
for recovery, usually involving another open canoe assisting. Again, the
question ‘Why?’ never seems to be asked. The RNLI, for example, did
not consider the obvious advantage of self righting lifeboats until 1969
when the Longhope lifeboat from Orkney, UK, capsized with the loss of
all eight crew.
It may surprise the reader, as it surprised me, that the National
Governing Bodies, in this case British Canoeing and Scottish
Canoe Association, do not - ‘certainly not’ - see it as part of their
responsibilities to recommend good buoyancy features to manufacturers,
even via the BC Safety Panel. In late correspondence with the SCA
concerning non publication of the Winning report4 it was stated ‘As
the boats come with the correct amount of buoyancy it is up to the
user as to how they are going to use it as to whether there is a need for
more buoyancy to be added, not the manufacturer and certainly not
the National Governing Body.’ In other words, safeguarding member’s
safety does not extend to recommending fundamental equipment
design despite the fact that the evidence is clear and illustrated by
reports demonstrating buoyancy design deficiencies, which the UK
NGBs (BC and SCA) refuse to publish. Note that the NGB attitude is
that ‘the boats’ presumably meaning all kayaks, canoes, sit on tops etc.
have the ‘correct amount’ of buoyancy at manufacture. If that is so, why
then should there be a need for the user to fit more buoyancy? Why
can you not buy decked kayaks and open canoes with better recovery
properties emulating sit on top performance? If there is no pressure
from consumers or regulation of some kind then the cheapest design/
manufacturing solution prevails.
The excuses given by the SCA (January 2020 correspondence with
the author) for refusing to publish Duncan Winning’s 1990 report were
that ‘In view of the age of the report and significant developments in
sea kayak design and coaching since it was written I have discussed this
with a member of the current British Canoeing Safety Group as well
as the Head of Paddlesports at the SportScotland National Centre at
Glenmore Lodge who has helped greatly in understanding the current
context.
‘There have been major changes in the design and construction of
sea kayaks with bulkheads having become standard fixtures, carrying
relevant equipment including pumps, spare hatch covers and repair kits
is also now the norm. All coaching and leadership training includes
advice on how to deal with swamped boats.’
No reasoned arguments, evidence or data were produced to support

A West Coast Adventure group landing on Dun Chonnuil in the
Garvellachs.
the opinions and assertions expressed. The ‘major changes’ in the quote
above presumably reference construction quality. Hardly novel are
bulkheads which have been around in kayaks since the 1890s. Buoyancy
design has absolutely nothing to do with pumps, spare hatch covers
or repair kits. Coaching is also completely irrelevant. The mention of
these to justify the failure to publish factual flooding results illustrates
the muddle and conflation in thinking that seems to prevail even at
what is supposed to be the highest level of expertise in the sport5. To
test the claim of ‘significant developments’ I investigated the cockpit
volumes of current models of sea kayaks marketed locally in 2020.
These were compared with cockpit volume data for commercially
manufactured, decked kayaks as published on the internet in 20076.
The average 2007 cockpit volume for single kayaks with bulkheads
was 170.5 litres (average of 67 kayaks) and for double kayaks 423 litres
(average of 7 double kayaks). The figures for current 2020 models from
one manufacturer gave an average of 150.1 litres (average of 17 kayaks).
This seems the only evidence for ‘significant developments’ related to
buoyancy design. Note that the vast majority, if not all, of these kayaks
have no solid end buoyancy, the reliance being on air spaces only for
buoyancy7.
In the past there have been three manufactured kayaks with a
moulded, rigid, minimum volume cockpit, commonly called a ‘pod’,
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Peter Lamont photographs

Sandy MacLeod launching from Cullipool.

Above: a production Sea Tiger.
Right: a deckless double chine Kayel, showing the construction.
approximating to 100 litres volume. These are the Puffin (Nimbus
Kayaks), Sea Tiger (UK Surf Skis) and Voyager (Australia), all fitted, in
addition, with solid end buoyancy blocks. This 100 litre cockpit volume
provides adequate midships buoyancy by virtue of the hull air spaces on
each side between pod and hull. It means the kayak can be paddled with
a cockpit full or part full of water with no appreciable loss of lateral
stability and this is what I did on a trainee instructor weekend course at
Ayr in 1984 with a post production prototype kayak with a pod made
by Alan Byde (one of the first Senior British Canoe Union coaches
and author of several early canoeing books). At the obligatory all in
recovery exercise my kayak was simply turned right way up at which
point, with assistance, I re-entered without bailing and then proceeded
to recover everyone else in my group. I did not stop to empty any water
from my cockpit or secure the spraydeck; there was no need. We then
demonstrated various strokes for the instructors who were running
the course while on our way back to the harbour. On landing I finally
emptied the water out of my kayak cockpit. The extra weight had been
noticeable but there was no loss of control. Illustrated in the Winning
report figures 19 to 24 and 26 to 30 is a pod equipped kayak being
paddled with up to 200 litres in the hull plus the cockpit flooded.
Now, I imagine many of you will be saying you can perfectly well

balance and paddle with a cockpit full of water as I was once assured
by Derek Hutchinson (deceased), the well-known former Senior BC
Coach and author. However, this aspect, lateral stability, is a continuous
scale ranging from stable (imagine a flat raft) to unstable (imagine a
round log) and also varies with the proportion of water filling the
cockpit apart from the influence of the paddler skill level. Hutchinson,
as he told me, paddled, cockpit swamped, in to shore through east coast
surf but I am sure others with less skill would have been challenged.
Sit on top designs can be righted, remounted and paddled off with
no discernable difference in lateral stability irrespective of any water
in the seating area which could be regarded as the cockpit. The point
is that this instant recovery and control property, illustrated so well by
sit-on-tops, is also perfectly capable of applying to and being achieved
in both decked kayaks and open canoes. Open canoes are commonly
commercially marketed without midships lateral buoyancy which
would confer stability in a swamped condition. Consequently, following
capsize, re-entry and recovery of control is not possible for open canoes
unmodified by their owners and there are many examples of fatalities
in such circumstances, in the USA the demise in early 2020 of Maeve
Kennedy, the granddaughter of Robert Kennedy, plus her son, being a
recent example8.

The author with assorted paddles.
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Cockpit intake Test and
minimum volume cockpits

At a coaching conference in Wales in 1989 there was a demonstration
of a double kayak recovery. Two well known sea kayakers capsized then
demonstrated re-entry, assisting each other and finishing by pumping
out the water with a deck mounted pump. The double had a large
central compartment and that had helped to reduce the amount of
water taken in with the capsize. When I remarked on this to Duncan
Winning, standing beside me, he observed that the ratio of buoyancy (to
the non buoyant seating spaces) was quite high. This led me to wonder
if a buoyant to non buoyant ratio could be used as a specification for
a buoyancy standard and for a while that seemed a possibility. My
kayak, for example, has a buoyant to non buoyant ratio of 2.8:1 but, at
best, 1990s conventional sea kayaks are of the order of 1:1. Then, after
much thought, a much simpler idea evolved from this consideration.
This simpler idea was validated with the help of Peter Carter, a South
Australian freelance technical writer and canoe and former Senior
Sea Kayak instructor. Peter is a recipient of the Medal of the Order
of Australia ‘For Services to Canoeing’. In 1996 we independently
conducted capsizes of empty kayaks in shallow water and measured the
amount of water in the cockpit with the kayaks we had available. We
call the test Capsize Intake Test. The test9 is simple and illuminating and
can be used as a comparison between kayaks and can also be applied to
open canoes. For conventional 1990s sea kayaks the amount of cockpit
water is usually between 30 and 45 litres. In my kayak it is 3.5 litres;
which would you choose?10
The MVC feature adequately described by Alan Byde11 contributes
to such kayaks typically returning a CIT measurement of less than 5
litres of onboard water when capsized and righted in a calm water
test compared to the order of 40 litres for a typical 1990s kayak with
bulkheads but without midships buoyancy such as the Skerray (CIT
measure = 40.6 litres in the absence of the foam seat). In my opinion
users should be modifying their kayaks by adding midships buoyancy
to give a CIT measurement of less than 10 litres or lower per seating
position. For open canoes the midships buoyancy needs to be enough to
enable re-entry and to confer lateral stability and therefore easy control
in a swamped condition.
When there is a low CIT measure, meaning the craft is very buoyant,
the wind drift is considerable (speed at which the craft can blow away)
and makes it even more important to maintain contact with the craft
after capsize and exit. Conversely, it also makes it less hazardous to link
to the craft with a lanyard because there is no significant extra weight
and inertia due to the relatively small amount of onboard water12. This
makes it much easier to swim and tow. An example is the middleaged
paddler capsized in a fast tidal stream near the end of a short winter’s
day in the Corryvreckan. Sandy’s problems were compounded by
the uninflated lifejacket beneath the cagoule he had donned earlier.
After some difficulty, once the lifejacket was inflated, he could turn his
attention to getting to a nearby shore as re-entry and rolling was not
an option for him. Sandy was able to swim to shore towing his kayak,
then drag it up the rocks and was in his sleeping bag warming up by the
time an SAR helicopter arrived. Sandy’s kayak was a production kayak
equipped as standard with a MVC with a buoyant to non buoyant ratio
of 2.6 to 1. Loaded with multi day camping equipment and righted
after capsize, the cockpit retained about 15 litres of water. It was this
fact, of a small amount of onboard water that made no difference to the
overall weight of the laden kayak, that enabled Sandy to tow the kayak
relatively easily while swimming. A conventional (double bulkhead)
design would have retained 50 or 60 or even more litres, making it a

significantly heavier burden to tow and a very much less feasible option
in the strength sapping cold winter waters of the Corryvreckan on
Scotland’s west coast.
In Lough Neagh, after falling out for the third time, I reluctantly
abandoned my heavily swamped kayak and opted to swim for the island
while holding on with one hand to the rear of Jennifer’s boat, no flares
or mobile phones in those days. I was counting on Eric and Lorna in
my double kayak returning in time to assist after landing to bail out
water that had come through their spraydecks. Then luck, pure chance,
intervened. An old, thirty foot clinker cruiser hove in view within a few
minutes of my starting to swim and Jennifer and I were accommodated
onboard, along with our kayaks. Two brothers, both young teenagers,
had spotted us while passing nearby. Had that not happened you almost
certainly would not be reading this article. In a strange twist, exactly
a year to the day later, one of the brothers fell overboard in the early
hours of the morning from his father’s commercial pleasure cruiser,
Maid of Antrim, during a night passage in the same part of the lough. It
was more than a week before his body was found. It seems that Lough
Neagh was not to be cheated of a victim.
Peter Lamont. Next time: Directional control.
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Éric de Bisschop and
James Wharram,
catamaran pioneers
Foreword

One man, above all, has kept the memory and achievements of
the French pioneer of modern catamarans, Éric de Bisschop, alive.
This is James Wharram who, in 1944, at the age of 16, bought the
English translation of Éric de Bisschop’s book The voyage of the Kaimiloa
(published in English in 1940).
The voyage of the KonTiki raft, in 1948, to prove the theory of the
settlement of the Central Pacific islands from South America (east to
west theory), achieved worldwide fame for Thor Heyerdahl.
In contrast, because of the post war political situation in France, Éric
de Bisschop’s pioneering voyage from Hawaii to France on Kaimiloa in
1937-9, proving the seaworthiness of the raft stable double canoe, was
forgotten.
James Wharram, with his cherished book The voyage of the Kaimiloa
took up the banner of Éric de Bisschop and between 1954 and 1959, in
two pioneering double canoe voyages across the Atlantic, confirmed that
Éric de Bisschop was correct in his assumption that the ancient Pacific
raft stable double canoe enabled ancient Pacific migrations to have been
made from west to east out of SE Asia.

of Éric de Bisschop, which shows that the yachting public is finally
becoming aware of the pioneering sailing achievements of this long
forgotten French sailing hero.
Voiles & Voiliers acknowledge James Wharram as the man who
followed in Éric de Bisschop’s wake and, as a result, became a leading
designer of present day catamarans.
As advocate of Éric de Bisschop, in 2007 Wharram protested at the
publication of the book Vaka Moana in New Zealand, that destructively
minimized Éric de Bisschop’s achievements in Pacific migration studies.
Then, in April 2008, in a paper given by James Wharram at a Marine
Archaeological Conference at the Kon-Tiki Museum in Oslo, he was
at last able to establish the pre-eminence of Éric de Bisschop in Pacific
maritime studies.
For more than 70 years Éric de Bisschop’s sailing achievements have
stayed in the shadows. It is time everyone with an interest in the history
of multihulls knows more about him.

Éric de Bisschop (left) building Kaimiloa.

Éric de Bisschop

James Wharram building Tangaroa (1954).
The following first major article about Éric de Bisschop was written
by James Wharram in 2004 for the French yacht magazine Chasse
Marée. Unfortunately, it was never published in France but was printed
(without permission) in the newsletter of the Junkrig Association in
August 2005.
In February and March 2012 another French yacht magazine, Voiles
& Voiliers, were the first to publish two in depth articles on the voyages
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It is time to draw attention to France’s great sailing hero of the 20th
century, Éric de Bisschop.
A flying ace from the First World War, during which he received the
Croix de Guerre. Imprisoned in the 1930s by the Japanese on a Pacific
Island as a spy. Imprisoned during the war by the Americans on Hawaii
as a spy for the Japanese!
A man, whose voyages in the late 1930s aboard his double canoe
proved the theories of Thor Heyerdahl wrong, before Heyerdahl even
began his famous raft voyage!
A man whose sailing companions, both men and women, were
devoted to him. Yet, his many enemies conspired to write him out of
history.
French sailing heroes have nearly always been more than just sailors.
They tend to be awkward, difficult individuals moved by a deep
personal philosophy derived from how they perceived the ocean.
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Éric de Bisschop was the first in the 20th century of such great men.
Above all, he was indisputably the first modern offshore double canoe/
catamaran sailor in the Western world. From his pioneering double
canoe/catamaran voyage in the late 1930s on the 38 ft Kaimiloa all
modern offshore catamarans descend.
I know this because in 1954 I was the first European to successfully
sail a catamaran around the North Atlantic. At that time I was inspired
by Éric de Bisschop. When, during these voyages, I was being told in
each port that my double canoe ‘could not sail to windward, that in
gales waves would sweep across the decks, that these waves would smash
the boat apart’, I would read my Éric de Bisschop book The Voyage of the
Kaimiloa and gain the courage to sail on.
Éric de Bisschop’s book was published in Britain in 1940. I bought
my copy at the age of 16 in 1944. The Voyage of the Kaimiloa was the first
book of my present day library of several hundred books of the sea and
boats.
It is written in a descriptive simple ‘stream of consciousness’ style. It
opens with Éric, a victim of severe starvation, reflecting in his bed in
a leper hospital on a Hawaiian island, describing how he had arrived
there.
In the first eight pages de
Bisschop modestly delineates his
two incredible small boat journeys
that began in Shanghai, China, in
the early 1930s. The first on a 40
ton (approx 60 ft long) Chinese
Ningpo junk (Fou Po I) he built
1000km up the Yangtze, before
she was wrecked in a typhoon
off Taiwan. Undaunted, with his
friend and yearlong crew, Joseph
Tatibouët (a Breton), he returned
to China and in three months
built a smaller 40 ft junk.
De Bisschop’s hospital bed
Fou Po I.
reflections go on to describe how,
aboard this junk, the Fou Po II, he and his friend sailed through the
Philippines, the Dutch East Indies, Northern Australia, Papua New
Guinea and Melanesia and then on to the atoll of Jaluit in the Marshall
Islands, studying ocean currents and the possible migration routes of the
people that had settled the Central Pacific islands.
In the 1930s the then militarist Japanese controlled the Marshall
Islands. The Jaluit Governor, knowing nothing about western sailing
heroes, promptly threw de Bisschop and Tatibouët in jail as spies. In
those years, getting thrown into a Japanese jail on these Pacific Islands as
a spy usually meant an unpleasant death!
Somehow de Bisschop talked their way to release and, thankfully,
sailed out into the open sea for a 2,500 mile voyage to Hawaii, sailing
against the trade winds and prevailing ocean currents. This voyage
from Jaluit to Hawaii, in itself a major small boat voyage, was to be
an extended one because de Bisschop was still determinately studying
ocean currents. After 11/2 months a bad smell in the food lockers
revealed that the Japanese searching their ship (for evidence of their
spying), had opened their sealed food containers so their basic stores
had gone rotten. From then on it was a month of starvation until they
reached the Hawaiian Islands. They managed to anchor off the leper
colony of Kalaupapa and were carried into the hospital.
These two Frenchmen, in
the early 1930s, when very few
Westerners had sailed the oceans
in small boats and almost none
had r isked sailing them in a
‘native’ boat (a 40 ft junk), had
sailed over 10,000 miles against
the prevailing winds and currents
of the Pacific Ocean. For this
one reason alone they should
be honoured as great small boat
(French) sailors.
The hero story exists in all
cultures of man. Inevitably, the
Fou Po II.
hero survives one great test to be
surprised by an even greater test. Éric de Bisschop received another
blow from fate. In his hospital bed he noticed the nurses and doctors
looking sad and worried. Then his crew Tatibouët came in the room
clasping Éric in his arms, telling him that last night a storm broke loose
the anchored Fou Po II and smashed her to pieces on the rocks.

Éric at first collapsed, then an old French missionary priest of the
leper colony managed to comfort him. Then Tatibouët offered to build
Éric a new junk, to which Éric answered ‘No, my good Tati, not a junk
this time; we are going to build a Polynesian double canoe.’
‘... it is a type of sailing ship which Polynesians used in former days to
cross the Pacific.’
Next, he describes being flown to Honolulu, being greeted by an
excited American press. How in 12 months in Honolulu he designed
and built the 38 ft double canoe/catamaran Kaimiloa, met and fell in
love with a beautiful Hawaiian woman, Papaleaiaina, descendant of the
last great maritime king of Hawaii, Kamehameha, quite a romantic story.
Kaimiloa port hull
in 1954, as a de Bisschop disciple, planning to sail the ocean with my
own two beautiful women, I found these chapters most frustrating. I
was not interested in ‘his’ love story. I wanted to know precisely in detail
how he had designed and built the first modern catamaran, not his
philosophic ruminations.
Now, with hindsight, I realize, what de Bisschop was describing was
not so much his double canoe design but his head on conflict with the
‘academics’ of the Bernice P Bishop Museum of Hawaii!
In the 1930s the sciences of anthropology, archaeology and ethnology,
which relate to the study of man and his origins, were only just
developing. The new ‘scientists’ emerging in these fields were not sure of
themselves; very often they met with conflicting theories in the ‘outer
world’.

Kaimiloa starboard lower hull.
A great academic issue amongst these scientists was the origin of the
people of the Central Pacific islands. How did they arrive in these mid
ocean islands? They certainly had not walked there; they had to have
got there by some type of watercraft. If they came from the west, from
Asia, sailing east, they must have sailed for thousands of miles against the
prevailing winds and currents, a route that Éric had sailed on his Fou Po
II in his personal attempt to prove its possibility.
When the Europeans discovered the Central Pacific islands in the
18th century these experienced ocean sailors accepted the outrigger/
double canoe craft they observed as seagoing craft but by the 20th
century, under the influence of missionaries and colonial administrators,
the same type of ‘canoe craft’ were being described as ‘unable to sail to
windward, that in bad weather waves would wash across the decks and
the canoe structure would break up.’ Éric de Bisschop reveals that he
entered into these academic problems like a whirlwind.
In public lectures he was saying ‘I have just spent three years sailing
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from SE Asia on a 40 ft native craft, ie a junk, studying the winds and
currents on the route to Hawaii’, showing it is possible for a native craft
to sail against the wind and survive storms (for which he had received
the Charles Garnier Prize from the Société Française de Geographie,
which gave him the funds to build the Kaimiloa.) Now he announced
he was going to design and build a 38 ft ancient double canoe, the craft
of the Central Pacific, to carry on his ocean research.

The solution, that only a sailor of Chinese junks would know of, was
to bore holes in the hullsides at the bows to let the water from the deck
drain out rather than fill the forward bow compartments to flood over
into the main cabin.
In three days’ struggle around the windward side of the island the
long suffering Tati either lost his nerve or was just fed up with Éric’s
ideas; he kicked his bailing bucket away and said ‘Let it sink’. In the
heart to heart talk that followed Éric agreed to give up his studies of sea
currents and sail direct from Hawaii home to France.
‘With joy’, Éric tells us, ‘Tati resumed bailing’’ whilst Éric realized
that, in waiting for the right wind season to sail south, he could spend
more time with his beloved Papaleaiaina.
Éric had planned to leave Hawaii quietly without fuss on 7th March
1937. All sailors will know how he felt. Unfortunately, the American
press got to know his plans, for they had been very interested in his
liaison with Papaleaiaina, and hundreds of well wishers turned up to
say goodbye. Éric was very concerned that he had not received official
permission to fly the French flag. Even so, he defiantly hoisted the
tricolour.

Double outrigger canoe near Surabaya

Kaimiloa hull structure - based on photo in book.
Unfortunately, he also derided the canoe models exhibited in the
respected Bishop Museum as ‘picturesque models manufactured to
please the inquisitive tourist.’ What he did not seem to realize was that
he had made bitter academic enemies that would help to write him out
of sailing history.
In retrospect it is easy to see why the love and support of
Papaleaiaina, descendant of the last Hawaiian king, meant a great deal to
him. She represented the spirit of the ancient Pacific.
On 11th October 1936, 12 months since de Bisschop had arrived in
Hawaii, the Kaimiloa had her first trial sail. It was a success. The Chinese
rudders gave perfect steerage; the bamboo battened Chinese sails gave
drive and sail control. The combination of lashed rudders and sails
gave the self steering abilities, important to Éric for he was insistent, as
was Joshua Slocum, that ocean going small boats should be balanced
under sail, rudder and hull to give self steering. For the final test Éric
headed for rough short choppy seas off Koko Head. The two canoe
hulls assembled into a raft shape rode, as Éric wrote, ‘smoothly and
harmoniously’. All seemed well.
The second test sail of the Kaimiloa was a month later. It was
a disaster. The plan was to sail around the island of Oahu, sailing
clockwise, west, north, then northeast to the most northerly point, then
southeast to complete the island circumnavigation.
The first day was good sailing but then, as they rounded the island,
they began to head into strong headwinds, high short seas and trouble.

Kaimiloa just launched
All sailors make mistakes, even the great ones. Éric had failed to caulk
his forward decks properly. Smashing into the head seas the bows were
awash. The badly caulked decks leaked into the forward watertight
compartments. The water rose in these compartments, the weight of
the water sinking the bows low into the sea. Then the trapped water
flooded through the uncaulked upper part of the bulkheads into the
main cabin.
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Kaimiloa (Seaquest).

Kaimiloa first sail.
Late in the day, having said farewell, he sailed into the open sea
away from the crowds with about 2,600 miles of open sea before him
to reach his next landfall, the island of Futuna. Clear of the land, Tati
emerged on deck with an anguished face saying ‘Captain, captain, we
have sprung a leak; we are going to sink’.
The problem was the same deck leaks through bad caulking that had
caused him problems four months before on his first major test voyage.
Éric’s excuse was that he hated to do work before dock onlookers.
I do not believe it. I just think that he was the skipper type that is
unperceptive to minor discomfort. Another famous small boat sailor of
this type was David Lewis.
In the first week of the voyage the weather was squally. With all
sails up the Kaimiloa skipped along at 7 knots but leaked. With the
mainsail reefed Kaimiloa ambled along at 3 to 4 knots and no deck leaks.
When the squalls hit the double canoe the Chinese junk sail, as Éric
enthusiastically wrote, was ‘reefed in minutes’. The sea life routine that
Éric loved became firmly established; he wrote ‘Nothing to do but read,
work and dream.’
A look at the chart shows that Éric de Bisschop was making an
epic voyage, navigating as he writes, with a ‘good sextant’ and a ‘poor
chronometer’ sailing south across the equator to an atoll called Swains
Island, then on to sight the summit peaks of Samoa, from there on to
the lonely French island of Futuna, where he arrived on 14th April
1937, 38 days after leaving Hawaii.
Éric spent 11 days on Futuna and devoted a chapter of his book,
describing the island and the people. It must be remembered that in
1937, talking to a 60 year old islander meant you were talking to a
person born in 1877, a person whose father and grandfather were
in effect ancient Polynesians. Éric modestly took his sailing skills for
granted for he saw himself as a field ethnologist/anthropologist; a pity
he did not write a separate book on his ethnological observations.
Éric and Tatibouët left Futuna on April 25th. Their course was close
to the route of the famous captain Bligh’s small boat voyage.
Around 11th May they were sailing between the Santa Cruz and
Banks Islands, close to the island of Tikopia, where 60 years later I was
sailing my double canoe to study the ancient canoe shapes of this tiny
island settled by Polynesians.
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Four weeks after leaving Futuna, Éric and Tati were approaching the
Torres Straits between the most northern point of Australia and New
Guinea. Passing through the Torres Straits means you have left the
Pacific Ocean behind and entered into the Indian Ocean.
The problem is that to enter the Indian Ocean you have to cross the
great Australian Barrier Reef. There are passes through the reef. I, with
good charts, GPS and emergency engine power, sailed through a Barrier
Reef pass. It is awesome, with great ocean breakers beating down on
either side of the passage.
He had no engine, no GPS, his chronometer was untrustworthy for
precise sextant navigation and he had only a small scale ancient chart.
His plan was to find Bligh Entrance, which he had come out of on Fou
Po II.
They sighte Murrey Island (40 M south of Bligh Entrance) behind
a line of breakers. Rather than look for the main passage they spotted
a small break in the waves. Risking everything they sailed in over the
reef. A keel yacht would have struck with fatal disaster but Kaimiloa with
draft of just one metre survived! Even then, once through the breakers,
Kaimiloa spent another hair raising six days in the shallows of the Barrier
Reef before she made her way clear and sailed confidently into the
Indian Ocean towards Bali.

Breakers on a reef.
Controlled by the Dutch in the 1930s, Bali was still a free Hindu
kingdom; its women were famous for being beautiful and ‘topless’. It
had also then beautiful double outrigger canoes. In many aspects it was
like Polynesia before the missionaries got there, a wonderful place for
ethnographic/anthropological study or just plain joyous living.
While carefully noting currents, Éric pressed on past Bali, like
Odysseus passing the Sirens, to Surabaya, Java, where letters awaited him
from Papaleaiaina!
He spent only a few days in Surabaya, still finding time to make

comments on the sailing craft and racial characteristics of the people in
relation to his arguments with the academics of the Bishop Museum.
By 2nd July 1937, Éric records ‘We have entered the great Indian
Ocean, the volcanic cones of Java have disappeared beyond the horizon
behind us. Ahead of us 3,000 miles of water, plucky little Kaimiloa it is
up to you.’
Éric was steering a WSW course, 3,000 miles to Reunion Island,
which lies off Madagascar then, with that fixed point, heading on
another 2,500 miles to Cape Town, for the 1930s’ small boat sailor a
dramatic, pioneering, non stop voyage of nearly 6,000 miles.
Éric records on this great voyage, meeting whales, preparing food
and political thoughts but he was never bored. He records daily runs of
150 to 165 miles. Kaimiloa was making daily runs equal to a ballasted
mono hull. Kaimiloa, as Hanneke’s studies show, was built like a wooden
fortress! Survival, not speed was Éric’s design intent.
As Éric writes ‘... not bad for a wretched little double canoe derided
at her conception, an illegitimate child without identity papers.’
(Interestingly, on my pioneering voyages I got angry at the snobbishness
of the English. Lack of ship papers was unimportant to me.)
On 18th August, seven weeks after leaving Indonesia, Éric’s
navigation placed him 30 miles east of Port Elizabeth. To round the
Cape to Cape Town, out of the Indian Ocean into the Atlantic, was
another 500 miles, some of the hardest sailing miles in the world. As
August is winter in the southern latitudes Port Elizabeth Éric set a
course south to clear the land.
As well he did, for within two days Kaimiloa was hit by a deadly
winter storm. The forestay broke; a tiller broke, leaving the heavy rudder
slamming around. They tried out a sea anchor bought in Hawaii. It was
useless. Then they hoisted a little triangular sail at the stern. The ship
immediately lay better even though the seas were breaking on them
from all sides.
Their estimated position was about 130 Nm south of Cape Agulhas.
After five days the storm had blown itself out. Building the Kaimiloa like
a wooden fortress had been a good idea. On that day they repaired and
dried out the ship and sailed towards Cape Town. By 27th August they
were beating their way into the Atlantic and Cape Town harbour.
Cape Town and its yachtsmen took the Kaimiloa and its crew into
their hearts but by 12th September the Kaimiloa was beginning her final
ocean voyage of 6,500 miles to the port of Tangier at the entrance of
the home waters of Éric and Tati, the Mediterranean.
After the first week Éric wrote in his journal ‘What grand sailing! On
a boat like the Kaimiloa there is nothing to do except potter at anything
that takes your fancy.’
Kaimiloa passed the traditional Atlantic island sailing ports of St
Helena, Ascension Island and the Cape Verdes. It was a yachtsman’s
dream sailing. Under these pleasant sailing conditions Éric informs us
interestingly that he and Tati had their emotional differences. From my
sailing experience this is understandable, the stresses had built up after
years of hard sailing together.
Éric’s sailing plan had been to call into Madeira, only to be met by
easterly winds which prevented a landfall. Instead, he headed for the
Azores, more headwinds so he sailed for Portugal, the River Tagus and
Lisbon, more headwinds. On his Pacific sailing ship Eric wondered if
Magellan had upset the Pacific sea gods. Finally, on 30th December
1937, on failing to enter Setubal, Portugal, Éric decided to head for
French Tangier.
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So, what did Kaimiloa look like and how was she built?

Kaimiloa in Cannes, French waters.

Kaimiloa sterns, Cannes.

Hungry and thirsty, desperately short of food, completely run out
of water, paraffin and cigarettes (2 buckets of hailstones in a squall kept
them going), he and Tati carried on and safely reached Tangier on 4th
January 1938. It had taken them over 31/2 months non stop.
Fifteen months after leaving Hawaii, having sailed nearly 19,000 sea
miles across three oceans, Éric, Tati and the Kaimiloa were on French
territory and nearly home; they took a rest.
The Kaimiloa and her crew spent four months in Tangier, staying
at the home of a First World War Comrade François Pierrefeu, Éric
relaxing, writing his book and enjoying the company of his beautiful
Papaleaiaina, who joined him there.
It was 14th May 1938 when the Kaimiloa left Tangier and a week
later she was sailing in French waters, Marseilles, Toulon to Cannes.
French naval ships greeted Éric, Tati and the Kaimiloa with dipping
flags and respect. At arrival at the port of Cannes a civil reception and
national newspaper coverage awaited the crew of the Kaimiloa. Public
lectures were arranged, and even a telegram from the First World War
French hero Maréchal Pétain reading ‘Bravo Éric, I am proud of you’,
signed Pétain. By 1939 Éric de Bisschop, with the help of Tatibouët, had
achieved the National Hero status he deserved but by 1949, a war and
ten years later, Éric de Bisschop was almost a forgotten figure. In 1949
some Frenchmen had built a 46 ft double canoe catamaran in steel, the
Copula, that made a most unpleasant voyage across the Atlantic, after
which the craft was abandoned. In The Voyage of the Copula, published
in English in 1959, Jean Filloux gives a brief brushoff mention of de
Bisschop’s legendary voyage.
In 1947 Thor Heyerdahl sailed his 46 ft balsa raft, Kon-Tiki, 4,000
miles downwind from Peru to the Tuamotos to prove his theory that
central Polynesia was settled from Peru, using the favourable ocean
winds and currents. The assumption behind Heyerdahl’s theory was that
the ancient Pacific double canoe could not have sailed to windward
from SE Asia, carrying settlers, because of inherent structural weakness.
No academic from the Bishop Museum came forward to say that ten
years earlier two Frenchmen had sailed a double canoe of Tuamotuan
hull shape 19,000 miles to
France.
In 1992 I was in Hawaii,
meeting Rudy Choy. Together
with Woody Brown, he built
the first Amer ican offshore
catamaran with a hull shape
based on Micronesian canoes.
In the second half of the 1950s
they sailed it from Hawaii to Los
Angeles and back. He knew of
and valued Éric de Bisschop. He
told me Éric’s wife, Papaleaiaina,
was still alive in the islands.
Unfortunately, I had no time to
look for her.
Since the age of 16, inspired
by Éric de Bisschop’s book The
Voyage of the Kaimiloa and guided
by its subject to make a deep
study of Pacific canoe for m
craft in British museums and
libraries, I built in 1954 Britain’s
first offshore catamaran, the
23’ 6’’ Tangaroa. In 1956 I was

making Britain’s first transatlantic multihull voyage from the Canaries to
Trinidad. I had learned another thing from de Bisschop, ‘no male crew’;
my crew was two German ladies!
Little did I know, as I was struggling across the Atlantic, that de
Bisschop was at that very moment in the Pacific onboard a bamboo
raft called the Tahiti Nui, struggling from Tahiti to Peru in an attempt, I
believe, to re-establish his name as an ethnologist.
As a result of terrible storms his raft was damaged and got finally
destroyed by a Chilean coastguard ship that came to the rescue.
A year later, with the help and encouragement of my friend Bernard
Moitissier, I began building a 40 ft double canoe, later to be the first
multihull to cross the North Atlantic.
At the same time the indomitable Éric de Bisschop, on a new raft, the
Tahiti Nui II, was struggling back from Peru to Tahiti. After four months
it began to sink. His crew built in the ocean a new smaller raft, the
Tahiti Nui III, out of the more buoyant parts of the Tahiti Nui II.
On this voyage, at the age of 67, Éric became weaker and weaker. His
crew caringly looked after him. One member of his crew was Bengt
Danielson, one of the crew on Thor Heyerdahl’s raft, who later wrote
the book about this voyage (From Raft to Raft). Two weeks later they
crashlanded Tahiti Nui III at night over the reef of the northern Cook
atoll, Raka Hanga, Bengt and another crew member supporting Éric,
one on each side. It was reported he had a smile on his face. Washed off
the raft in the waves Éric was rescued unconscious. Next morning he
was discovered to be dead, still with a smile on his face.
It took many years before I learnt why perhaps Éric de Bisschop was
ignored in postwar France. The welcoming telegram from Maréchal
Petain on arrival in Cannes in 1938 led to Éric during the war years
being made French Consul in Hawaii, French Consul for the Vichy
Government! After the war Vichy supporters had difficulties in France.
I know from my reading that Éric de Bisschop was a loyal French
citizen. A great ocean sailor, he was the inspirer of the modern
catamaran development. In modern strong France it is time to give him
a place of honour amongst the great French Sailors of the 20th century.
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Kaimiloa drawing - by Hanneke Boon

Kaimiloa lines and cross section.

Kaimiloa port hull.
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Kaimiloa lower hull/keel structure - based on photos in book

Copy of Admiral Paris’ drawing of Tuamotu canoe.
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Competition

Future events

The world polo championships in Rome have been postponed until
April. Nearly every other competition has been lost because of the need
for competitors to have six to eight weeks to train, for most of them to
be able to attend and for the host and home countries to give approval.
Szeged hosted a sprint World Cup regatta in September but the ICF’s
approach has generally been the sensible one.
The 14th European nations dragon boat championships in
Kiev have been postponed until Aug 18th-23rd 2021, to be run
with the European club crew championships. The European indoor
championships are due to be held in Fidenza over Dec 5/6th. The
European nations championships for 2022 are proposed for Ravenna
and the European clubs championships for Barcelona in 2023. World
nations championshisp are planned for Hong Kong in 2021 and Seville
in 2023 with world club crew championships at Sarasota in 2022.
The next Olympic Games have been set for Jul 23rd - Aug 8th in
Tokyo but it has been suggested that they will not take place unless a
vaccine has been found.
Dansk Kano & Kajak will host the 2021 world sprint championships
on Bagsværd Sø again, over Sep 14-19th, as part of their centenary
celebrations. Coming soon after the Olympic Games, if all goes to plan,
it will be the first time Olympic and world titles can be taken in the
same year.

Virtual drugs testing

Kaimiloa sail plan and design data.

Tuamotu canoe drawing by Admiral Paris.

Unfortunately, no drawings of Kaimiloa have ever been published.
Besides some indistinct photos, Éric de Bisschop’s book only contains a
few references to the design and construction of Kaimiloa:
‘What shape am I to give the hulls?
‘...instinctively I realize why Polynesian sailing craft of old, like those
of many islands of today, are shaped like half moons with lines obviously
as fine as possible on account of leeway but with their submerged lines
increasing the displacement...
‘...it is not so very idiotic; to preserve the mode of construction of
the Polynesians, who in their seagoing craft started from the initial
principle of the dugout, adding to it, in order to increase freeboard, as
many planks as were necessary... I have discarded the usual keel; in its
stead, a thick beam carved to shape, on the top of which we have nailed
the planking of the hull.’
There are a few more references to the joining of the hulls, rudders
and sail rig, altogether not very detailed, but taken together with
careful study of the few small photos and cross reference to drawings
of Chinese junk sails and rudders I have been able to draw a fair
reconstruction of the design and construction of Kaimiloa.
Éric did write that he had studied the reports of European explorers
who mentioned Tuamotuan canoe builders. One of these was Admiral
Paris, a Frenchman, who, in 1840, recorded and had a model made of a
Tuamotan voyaging canoe (both in the Louvre). Another model of such
a canoe was in the Bishop Museum in 1936 when Éric was in Hawaii.
Kaimiloa bears great similarities to the Tuamotuan double canoe as
can be seen when comparing my drawings of Kaimiloa to those of Paris.
The cross sections as well as the profile are almost identical; even the
long cabin has the same proportions.
One intriguing coincidence is that in 1936, while de Bisschop
was designing and building his double canoe, the Bishop Museum
published the first volume of a book called Canoes of Oceania by
Haddon and Hornell, which included Admiral Paris’ drawing, model
and descriptions. We think that perhaps Éric did view some of this
material but for political reasons failed to mention this in his book.

The inability to take unannounced drugs testing samples seems to
offer cheats an opportunity to get ahead of the testers. However, the
Americans have been trialling a virtual system. The competitor is sent
a testing kit through the post and a call by Zoom or Facetime might
be made during a one hour window. Normally there would be a tester
resent while a urine sample is provided. In this case the room is videoed
to show that it is empty and the camera is placed outside the door.
The provision of the sample is time and its temperature taken. A blood
sample is taken by the competitor to compare the steroid profile with
previous samples. Reference numbers are recorded and the samples
sealed for collection and analysis. Those who intend to cheat, including
interests outside sport, should find the complicated approach gives more
scope for their activities.

The reason why drugs are banned

Drugs are banned in sport not because they can give an unfair
advantage, as do food supplements, financial support or better
equipment, but because they can be incredibly dangerous or even
poisonous. The Australian Sports Anto-Doping Authority have set up an
Augmented Reality Health Effects app which allows the user to look
inside the body and see the damage being done by each drug.
Will it work or do competitors want success at any price? A few
years ago there was a survey along the lines of if there was a pill you
could take which would guarantee you an Olympic gold medal but
that you would be dead in five years’ time would you take it? I cannot
remember the precise wording but you get the gist. An astonishingly
high proportion of competitors said they would.
A British wheelchair basketball player is currently considering having
a leg amputated to get into a different disability category to allow him

to compete in the Paralympics. It is becoming increasingly hard to
understand the ethics of sport at higher levels.

Competitors want to compete

A survey of competitors by the ICF revealed almost half believed they
would be unable to prepare adequately for a world championships this
year because of the coronavirus but overwhelmingly they supported
some form of competition.
The survey also found that 14% of those who responded had been
unable to train at all during Covid 19 lockdowns in their countries but
most said they were able to adapt their training environment.
More than 1,100 paddlers from 65 countries responded to the survey
with all canoe disciplines represented. More than 60% were male and
41% were from the 18-23 age bracket. Some 25% of respondents were
aged 23-30 and the remainder were over 30.
Just over half expressed concern that their funding and sponsorship
would be affected by Covid 19.
If there is a chance to compete, then they are willing to but only if it
is safe and fair.
This was the decision even by those unlikely to be able to compete
due to travel restrictions. Everyone wants to see our sport back on the
water as soon as possible, even if not everyone can compete at this stage.
There was a need to be clear on who can attend and who cannot,
based on travel restrictions, and then set the titles and structures of the
competitions accordingly.
Research carried out by marathon team leader Bryn Price in Britain
showed a drop in speed of between 5 and 7% among paddlers after 80
days in lockdown. He compared the times of more than 40 competitors
across all age groups and found consistently that speed had dropped
off as a result of their not being able to get on the water. Most had still
managed to train at home.
The ICF have launched a weekly competition whereby competitors
are required to paddle 2 or 5km on lake, river, sea using kayak, canoe
or paddleboard, or in a gym using an ergo, and submit their times. They
are invited to make a donation to Peace & Sport. Those who do so are
entered into a draw for equipment supplied by Rotomod. Kayaksession
is the competition media partner. Exactly how do you compare times
for a canoe on a lake with a WWR on rapids or a paddling machine
indoors?

ICF cleared for paddleboarding

The Court of Arbitration for Sport have ruled that the International
Surfing Association do not have exclusive rights to govern stand up
paddleboarding (Nov 18, p10) so the ICF will also run paddleboarding
competitions at national, international and world level. However,
the ISA will have the right to manage Olympic events if it should
become an Olympic sport, something that the ICF are muttering about
challenging later.
The ICF still run dragon boat competitions for their members up
to what they call world level, despite the much larger support for the
International Dragon Boat Federation, now with 25 years of running
modern world championships and with a much larger international
calendar. The IDBF have had to spend much time and finance in
defending themselves from the attempted predations of the ICF.

James Wharram and Hanneke Boon

Pictures of paddlers on flooded roads are commonplace in the media. A film on the BBC news website in mid September was different
in that it showed James Walkinton and Keith Moule at speed in a K2 in Chelmsford. They were interviewed afterwards and some of
their international racing background was given. They said that they were surprised by the depth of water but it was great fun and they
made several runs.

Tuamotu canoe model by Admiral Paris.
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Sexual Offences Bill progressing

Former Sports Minister Tracey Crouch’s 10 Minute Rule Bill, Sexual
Offences (Sports Coaches), is progressing through Parliament. It seeks
to add sports coaches to other categories of people in positions of
trust over young people, such as teachers already covered by the 2003
Sexual Offences Act. The Act makes it illegal for those in positions of
trust to engage in sexual activity with 16 or 17 year olds in their care,
despite being over the age of consent, because they are under pressure
not to object in case their sport career paths are disrupted. Indeed, the
threat can be there for paddlers of any age. The issue came to a head in
football but there were serious allegations within canoeing related to
BC staff, never adequately addressed and possibly cut from the report on
BC’s management style (May, p8).
Crouch might have said that a coach could always resign in order to
enable a legal relationship with a young person. This happened at the
Longridge Scout boating centre in the 1960s, for example, when the
popular manager resigned in order not to compromise his position with
one of the girls on the crew, whom he went on to marry, all perfectly
respectable and above board although many people around Longridge
were saddened to see him leave.

Block family injured

Shrewsbury racer and quadrathlete James Block and his family have
been badly injured in a head on crash with a car which went out of
control. They are recovering at Stoke Mandeville.

Young Scot winner

Hope Gordon, originally from near Golspie, has won the Sport
category of the Sunday Mail Young Scots Awards. She took up paracanoe
last year at the age of 24, taking top five places in the European
championships, World Cup and world championships.

DW cancellation

The cancellation of the DW Race because St Thomas’s Hospital were
anticipating a busy Easter and were not able to accept race vehicles was
fortunate. They were not to know that PM Boris Johnson would be a
patient and that the media would be there in force.

Eiskanal revamp

The Eiskanal in Augsburg, scene in 1972 of the first Olympic slalom
and the world’s first artificial slalom course, is to receive a €20,000,000
update 50 years on, in time for the 2022 world championships. Three
world championships have already been held on the Eiskanal, the first in
1957, together with two European championships and numerous World
Cup events. As well as general improvements to the course the buildings
will be modernized and new competition technology installed. All
eight Olympic slalom courses are still in use around the world, the Lee
Valley, La Seu d’Urgell, Rio and Sydney ones hosting frequent major
competitions.

Based on the acclaimed canal guide series in
Canoeist, this is a comprehensive and absorbing
survey of Britain’s canal network and provides a
fascinating insight into the linked up waterways
as well as the isolated cuts and quiet waters
which may not be navigable by larger craft.
From Tiverton Basin on the Grand Western
Canal to the Beauly Firth at the end of the
Caledonian Canal, Br itain has a unique
canal network. Infinitely var ied, it passes
picturesque open countryside, wild moorland,
coastal harbours, historic industrial buildings,
modern city centres, canalside public houses
and abundant wildlife. Every aspect of the
canals is examined, their construction, rich
history, stunning scenery, heritage, incredible
engineering, impressive architecture and even
their associated folkore, wildlife and art. Enticing
photographs give a flavour of each place and
places of interest close to the canals are included.
This third edition is updated and with
stunning new photography. Packed with maps
and fascinating text, it is an attractive, inspiring
and practical guide for boaters, walkers, bikers,
holidaymakers, riders and everyone else who uses
the canals and towpaths throughout the year.

Size A4
336 pages
ICF

Longleat Festival of Light takes place on Nov 14th. It looks as
though they have been inspired by dragon boat racing.

65 maps

Back then
20 years ago

1,018 photographs

* We circulated the Raw Deal petition, intended to show the Government that their policy of access by
agreements had failed. The Countryside Council for Wales’ Local Access Forum in Bala, to which the WCA
were not invited, was supposed to be a blueprint for others which would follow.
* Tim Brabants took a K1 1km bronze in the Olympics, our only sprint finalist. All four slalom boats reached
their finals, favourite Paul Ratcliffe taking the silver medal in men’s K1.
* The WCA were planning a new HQ building near Bala.
* The annual Doggy Paddle on the upper Avon had collected £9,500 in four years for Guide Dogs for the
Blind.
* Environmentalists in the USA, trying to get dams removed from rivers, were faced with opposition from
anglers and marina operators. Intended to make the River Dee more interesting, 16 car sized boulders were
added at Mile End Mill above Llangollen.
* Adrian Disney, who was paralyzed from the waist after a fall, designed a system which would enable him to
get back into a kayak.
* Mike Rodger and Brian McAllister wheeled their canoe up to paddle Loch Avon, the highest loch in the
Cairngorms, ignoring a sign saying ‘No mountain bikes beyond this point.’
* Peter Bray’s first attempted solo crossing of the Atlantic failed on the first night when water leaked in through
the bilge pump outlet and capsized his kayak.
* Andy Watt organized a press day at Grandtully to promote the concept of
an artificial slalom course at Strathclyde Park but a fuel price demo kept the media away.
* At the nationals at Hayling Island, Asymmetric Canoes were given their own class structure for the first time.

3rd edition 2017

Soft cover
978 1 4729 2972 3

* John Ramwell, who had been concerned about the education emphasis on academic results, was pleased
to report the Royal Geographical Society’s Risk & Adventure in Society conference with Prince Philip and
others to challenge excessive caution and promote sensible risk for young people.
* Trys Morris was leading a trans global expedition to Australia by sea kayak and Richard and Andrew
McLaughlin were circling the globe by cycle and kayak.
* The Americans withdrew Selective Availability from GPS for private users, improving its accuracy from 50m
to 5m.
* The Government were considering imposing breath tests for all boaters with punishments up to two years in
jail.
* Researchers claimed the Earth had cooled by 6.5˚C since the time dinosaurs roamed the tropical ice free
South Pole 40,000,000 years ago but this could reverse and the sea rise over 60m in three centuries. Their map
showed how half of Britain could be drowned although British Antarctic Survey glaciologist Dr Eric Woolf
suggested a rise of 1-2m in that time was more realistic.
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Price £30.00
Also in ePub and PDF eBook
formats

Review of third edition:

Also available in compact
abridged format as
The Canal Guide

‘excellently researched content
and a mass of illustrations...
This new edition updates all
the previous information, where
required, so therefore presents
a current detailed overview of
Britain’s waterway network.
There are also a number of new
photographs of the same high
quality as those of the previous
editions, mostly again by author
Stuart Fisher. It remains one of
the few of a select number of
general waterway books that
I would recommend for your
bookshelves.’ Harry Arnold, Towpath Talk

230 x 160mm
336 pages
69 maps
270 photographs
Soft cover
978 1 4729 1852 9
1st edition 2015
Price £14.99
Also in ePub and PDF eBook
formats at £10.99
Mail on Sunday Book of the Week
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Developed from the guides in
Canoeist, this book is similar in format
to the best selling Canals of Britain.
This comprehensive and fascinating
guide to Britain’s river navigations
explores routes known and unknown,
from world famous rivers like the
Thames and the Severn to hidden
backwaters like the Wharfe, the
Wissey and the Lark. Along the way
this absorbing survey discovers the
world’s largest castle, hills that are
actually below sea level, mansions and
palaces, rural idylls and hubs of modern
industry. It is an attractive, inspiring
but also practical guide, featuring
history and folklore, engineering and
architecture, riverbank art and waterside
pubs. Beautiful photography captures
the stunning scenery and helpful maps
help link everything together.
Size A4
256 pages
49 maps
608 photographs
Soft cover
978 1 4729 0084 5
1st edition 2013
Price £25.00
Also in ePUB and PDF eBook
formats at £21.99

‘the reader senses the author has
actually boated the waterways
about which he writes. Virtually
all the photographs are his own,
many obviously taken from his
kayak; no mean feat... this is a
most enjoyable book which may
well inspire the reader to widen
their knowledge of Britain’s
river navigations.’ - Keith Goss,
Waterways World
‘He packs in miles of paddling,
and pages of travelogue info’ Rowan Mantell,
Eastern Daily Press
‘A comprehensive and practical
guide to Britain’s waterways with
stunning photography and useful
maps is a winning combination’ Gay Armstrong, Towpath Talk
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Developed from the guides in Canoeist,
this book is similar in format to the best
selling Canals of Britain.
Featured are the tidal sections of rivers,
estuaries, tideways, havens, sea lochs, firths
and kyles, an amazingly varied range of
waters.
Covering well known tidal rivers, the
picturesque, the industrial and small rivers
off the beaten track, this book looks at the
navigation aspects of waters which often
get overlooked, especially if they have
challenging conditions.Yet they teem with
wildlife, are steeped in history, have dramatic
engineering and stunning architecture and
are where inland rivers morph into the open
sea. Of necessity they have been used by
invaders and traders since the mists of time.
Here there are history and folklore, places of
interest, waterside pubs, villages, towns and
cities and navigation features from rapids and
weirs to vast open reaches of water, from
Carrick Roads to the Kyle of Sutherland.
Size A4
304 pages
70 maps
716 photographs
Soft cover
978 1 4081 4656 9
1st edition 2012
Price £25.00
Also in ePUB and PDF eBook
formats at £21.99

‘New books on rivers keep surfacing
but here is an ambitious volume
that stands firmly on its own...
it transcends the conventional
temptation to be pigeonholed.’ - Peter
Faulkner, BBC Countryfile
‘as a reference book, it is unmatched’
- Kensington & Chlesea Today
‘there are some absolute gems to
be found in Fisher’s knowledgeable
and eclectic commentaries... an
interesting reference work for anyone
who enjoys paddling in or walking
alongside Britain’s great waterways.’
- Lakeland Walker
‘this book thinks out of the box... an
impressive and colourful coffee table
read.’ - Stephen Sinfield, Burton Mail

From Berwick to the Solway, from
the clear blue waters of Cornish bays
to the tempestuous seas around rugged
Pembrokeshire headlands, Coastal Britain
journeys around the varied shorelines of
England & Wales.
From remote countryside to modern
cities, through industrial hubs to fishing
villages that have remained largely
untouched for centuries, Coastal Britain
visits all the places of interest along
the entire coastline, exploring history
and heritage, striking architecture and
engineering, wonderful flora and fauna,
on the way delving into art, relevant
literature and culture. With maps and
evocative photography, local brews to
artefacts, nautical conditions and features
that help convey the character of each
area, Coastal Britain presents the array of
facets that make each stretch of shoreline
special.

Scotland has perhaps the most diverse
and attractive coast in Europe although
not always the easiest. The Corrievreckan
is one of the largest whirlpools in the
world, the Pentland Firth has some of the
fastest currents in Europe, the Mull of
Kintyre and Cape Wrath are a long way
from civilization and some of the biggest
surf in Britain is found along the north
coast. Navigation aspects are covered fully.
Yet it is a coastline which is
unbelievably beautiful, much of it wild
with secluded places. From deserted
sweeps of sand to rugged cliffs, from
exposed headlands to sheltered sea lochs,
from eagles to whales it is an endlessly
fascinating coast.
Coastal Scotland visits all the coastline,
including the larger inshore islands, the
history, heritage and culture, architecture
and engineering, flora and fauna, art and
literature, the full spectrum of facets that
make each stretch of coastline so special.

Size A4

Size A4

336 pages

208 pages

658 photographs

465 photographs

61 maps

41 maps

Soft cover

Soft cover

978 1 4729 5869 3

978 1 4729 5870 9

1st edition 2019

1st edition 2020

Price £25.00

Price £25.00

Also in ePUB and PDF eBook
formats

Also in ePUB and PDF eBook
formats

‘Dramatic photographs and maps complement
a fascinating survey of Scotland’s diverse
coastline. Fisher has provided a treasure
trove of interesting facts and knowledge’ The Scots Magazine
‘With detailed maps and evocative
photography, Coastal Scotland will have
readers itching to explore this rich and
fascinating stretch of coast - Countryside
A brilliant addition to Stuart Fisher’s series
of observations from his sea kayak, possibly
even better than last year’s England and
Wales volume. Refreshingly, Fisher is not
interested in analysing his inner journey,
only in recording what he learns... A wealth
of unexpected fact on every page. Highly
recommended. - Yachts & Yachting
‘The numerous colour photos make one
want to head off to the coast and explore
immediately... I’d recommend this book for
its interest and enjoyable mix of facts and
stories. I enjoyed revising places I know well
and those I am yet to visit.’ Cicely Oliver, Towpath Talk
Coast Book of the Month.

Which book?

This visual index gives a quick guide to which waters are
included in each of the books in this series.

Coastal Scotland
Coastal Britain: England & Wales
Rivers of Britain
British River Navigations
Canals of Britain

